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Abstract
Resource extraction has led to the loss of boreal landscapes. Recently, novel
integrated landscapes have been constructed to return ecological functions lost due to
disturbance. The Sandhill Fen Watershed (SFW) is one of the first of two such projects in
the boreal plains ecozone. The SFW is a mix of upland, midland and lowland topographical
features designed to develop into integrated boreal plains ecosystems.

This thesis

quantifies the initial carbon cycling dynamics within the SFW and contextualizes this
development with studies on conventional reclamation projects and undisturbed
ecosystems.
Construction, vegetation seeding and planting of the SFW was mostly completed
by 2012, and an initial wetting occurred in 2013. Methane fluxes remained low over the
first three years. However, mobile ions of sulphur declined over this same period and could
indicate shifting reduction-oxidation conditions favourable for future rates of
methanogenesis. In the lowland, biogeochemical fluxes were indicative of highly reduced
soil conditions. This was confirmed in 2015 with reduction-oxidation potential monitoring.
Downscaled eddy covariance flux measurements showed that vegetation increased
evapotranspiration (ET) rates in the lowland relative to non-vegetated water surfaces. Since
there were no other substantial outflows of water from the SFW, greater rates of ET may
lower the water table in the future and limit the carbon storage potential of the ecosystem
through peat accumulation. Measurements of the CO2 exchange between the surface and
the atmosphere showed that, with no other substantial carbon outputs, by its third year the
SFW lowland had become a net carbon sink and had daily, monthly, and annual carbon
cycling behaviour similar to undisturbed boreal wetlands. Net sequestration of CO2 in the
i

lowland occurred because the design of the SFW promoted saturated anoxic conditions
which suppressed soil respiration while also promoting hydrophytic vegetation
productivity. Since past efforts to restore degraded wetlands have not always succeeded in
recreating carbon cycling functions similar to those of undisturbed wetlands, the SFW may
be an effective approach to achieve post-mining landscape closure.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This doctoral thesis pertains to the micrometeorological and biogeochemical
development of a novel landscape, the Sandhill Fen Watershed (SFW). Constructed from
2008 to 2011, the SFW is located on a former bitumen mine, just north of Fort McMurray,
Alberta. The SFW is one of the first integrated multi-ecosystem boreal landscapes built to
reclaim ecosystem services, particularly those of wetlands, lost as a result of surface mining
activities. The principal objective of this thesis is to evaluate surface-atmosphere
exchanges of energy, carbon and water to determine if the lowland region of the SFW has
emergent properties and processes of a carbon (C) sequestering ecosystem, similar to those
of boreal peatlands.
Peatlands are found around the world, predominantly in northern and tropical
regions. Around 3% of the Earth’s land surface is peatland, but the Canadian landscape has
a higher density (>12%) largely within the boreal region [Tarnocai, 1984; Joosten and
Clarke, 2002], amounting to over 111 x 106 ha in area. Historically, peatlands close to
human settlements have been drained for agriculture, forestry, mining or peat harvesting.
Over the past few decades, however, some ecological services provided by peatlands have
come to be highly valued. Peatlands act as buffers for flooding events [Barbier et al., 1997]
and as filters, preventing ions and sediments from reaching rivers downstream [Adhikari
et al., 2011]. Peatlands are important habitats and help support biodiversity in the boreal
region [Desrochers and van Duinen, 2006]. Peatlands also function as long-term C
reservoirs and thus have an important role in the global C budget and the global climate
system.
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Restoring C functions to degraded peatlands has been difficult. Restored wetlands
have degraded biological structure and biogeochemical functions compared to natural
analogues [Moreno-Mateos et al., 2012]. Section 2.2 discusses specific examples in
Canada, but few reclamation efforts have returned the C sequestering functions of natural
peatlands to Canadian landscapes. The restoration of Burns bog in British Colombia being
a notable exception [Lee et al., 2017]. At the turn of the century, in western Canada, the
rate of new peatland disturbance, from reservoir expansion, mining and peat extraction,
was 11 km2 year-1 [Turetsky et al., 2002]. From 2009 to 2016, however, the average rate of
all ecosystem disturbance by mining in Alberta was 110 km2 year-1 [Alberta Environment
and Parks, 2017]. On average 20% of Alberta is peatlands [Tarnocai, 1984], which
suggests a conservative estimate of current peatland disturbance by mining to be around
22 km2 year-1.
The boreal ecosystem in Alberta contains 11% of Canada’s peatlands [Tarnocai,
1984]. However, there is considerable local variability in the surface cover of peatlands in
Alberta. For instance, while Alberta’s average peatland surface cover is 20%, a single
bitumen mine lease was estimated to have more than 60% peatland cover [Rooney et al.,
2012]. Increasing resource demand from the boreal region, such as mining, has lead to
increasing pressures on the landscape, exacerbating boreal habitat loss but also increasing
public awareness regarding the need for reclamation strategies.
The unique features and climate of the boreal plains requires a new conceptual
model of how landscape-scale hydrological systems function to effectively establish new
wetlands of equivalent function to those lost through mining [Devito et al., 2012]. The
older precipitation and runoff models fail to account for the complex interactions of soil
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moisture storage, evapotranspiration (ET), and groundwater recharge in a region. These
“hydraulic response units” (HRUs) are necessary to maintain the conditions for peatlands
to develop in the boreal plains ecozone [Devito et al., 2012]. The SFW is one of the first
constructed landscapes to apply the HRU conceptual model. The HRU theory applied in
the SFW design is a novel approach to restoring peatland functions to the reclaimed
landscape, post-mining activities. A key gap in the literature is the effectiveness of the
SFW capacity to restore peatland functions. The purpose of this thesis is to analyze SFW
landscape’s capacity to support the C functioning of boreal peatlands by evaluating the
energy and mass surface-atmosphere interactions of SFW.
This thesis has three research chapters (chapters 3-5), a background and
methodology chapter (chapter 2) and a conclusion (chapter 6). Chapter two details the
methodologies, and general methods of analysis of this thesis as well as the physiography
and unique history of the SFW. The chapter also provides a literature review and synthesis
of how boreal peatlands maintain low reduction-oxidation (REDOX) potentials in the soil
and how that effectively limits respiration and promotes net C sequestration and storage
through organic accumulation [Moore and Basiliko, 2006]. The third chapter evaluates if
the engineered design of the SFW can promote the low REDOX potentials needed for long
term organic matter accumulation. To establish the low REDOX potentials the SFW was
designed to promote near surface water tables in the lowland by balancing ET with
precipitation [Devito et al., 2012; Wytrykush et al., 2012]. However, as vegetation
develops, ET from the surface will change [Mohamed et al., 2012] and shift the water
balance of the SFW. Using source area models, also known as footprints, to downscale the
eddy covariance measurements, the fourth chapter quantifies how vegetation impacts the
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rates of ET in the lowlands of the SFW. Since restoration of degraded boreal peatlands has
typically been ineffective at restoring net C sequestering functions [Moreno-Mateos et al.,
2012], the fifth chapter analyzes net carbon dioxide (CO2) exchange to evaluate if the
engineered design of the SFW promotes C cycling that is comparable to natural systems.
The final chapter concludes with a discussion of the most important findings and draws on
the research chapters’ results and discussions to evaluate in what ways the SFW has
emergent properties and processes of a C sequestering ecosystem.
This thesis is fundamentally a case study. The findings will reflect the bias of the
location particularly given the unique nature of the SFW. However, the surface-atmosphere
interactions of the SFW may be used to inform future construction projects given that the
SFW is the one of the first of thousands of square kilometres of lowland that will be
constructed across the region.
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Chapter 2: Background and methodology
2.1

Introduction
Peat is the accumulation of C rich organic detritus which resists decomposition long

enough to form a distinct soil horizon in terrestrial ecosystems [Rydin and Jeglum, 2006].
Peat is often associated with, and can be classified by the dominant vegetation detritus
within the peat mass. The three general classifications are Sphagnum (composed of
Sphagnum spp.), sedge (composed of Carex spp.), and woody peat, where the latter is
primarily found in tropical regions [Rydin and Jeglum, 2006]. The Canadian Soil
Classification system states that a minimum of 0.4 m of peat must be present to classify
the landscape as a peatland [National Wetlands Working Group, 1997]. It is the slow
accumulation of this peat horizon that results in the long-term storage of C, and why C
accumulation has been described as one of the primary functional characteristics of a
peatland [Vasander and Kettunen, 2006].
According to the World Energy Council [WEC, 2013], more than 17% of peatlands
have been disturbed globally. Disturbance due to peatland conversion to agriculture,
silviculture, and peat extraction, for example, has detrimental effects on the capacity of
peatlands to perform long term C sequestration. Oleszczuk et al. [2008] report that in
Europe, due to decomposition of the peat horizon, peatlands converted to agricultural land
have become net sources of CO2 in the range of 145 – 830 g C m-2 year-1 derived from
chamber or eddy covariance methods, with chamber studies providing the higher yearly C
flux estimates. Peatlands converted for silviculture are highly variable in their year-to-year
CO2 budget, but typically become annual net sinks for atmospheric CO2 [Laine et al.,
2009]. Drainage is a common practice before planting trees since drainage fosters a healthy
5

rooting depth for trees. Drainage also promotes decomposition of the peat horizon by
aerating the peat layer. However, soil C has increased in some peatlands converted to
forests in the decade following drainage [Minkkinen and Laine, 1998]. In general, much of
the net uptake of CO2 in forest systems is incorporated into woody biomass. This C store
is subject to much higher frequency disturbance cycles than boreal peat and as a result, the
C stored in woody biomass is generally returned to the atmosphere within decades to
centuries while peat may store C for millennia [Vasander and Kettunen, 2006]. Abandoned
industrial peat-extraction sites can also become substantial sources of CO2, again largely
due to drainage resulting in aerobic decomposition, but also due to a limited capacity for
plants to recolonize the remaining, unextracted, highly decomposed peat [Waddington et
al., 2002; Petrone et al., 2003]. In a recent review, Petrescu et al. [2015] found that all
anthropogenic land-use changes to peatlands have resulted in increased surface CO2
emissions, although often that is accompanied by decreases in CH4 emissions.
Generally, restoration implies a return to original state, even if hysteresis introduces
complexity to this definition [Johnson et al., 2017]. In this thesis, restoration is the attempt
to return degraded systems back to their original state in contrast to reclamation which is a
broader term including both restoration and construction of new ecosystems which have
been lost to anthropogenic disturbance (e.g. pit mining). Moreno-Mateos et al. [2012]
reviewed 172 studies on wetland restoration and reported that the CO2 sequestering
capacity of restored peatlands plateaued five to ten years after restoration at levels
approximately 50% of undisturbed reference sites. The IPCC suggests that an accumulation
rate of 55 g C m-2 year-1 C be used for rewetted organic boreal soils. However, the IPCC
report states that number is skewed towards recently (<10 years) rewetted ecosystems and
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that sequestration is likely to decline with time. Furthermore, many studies only report
seasonal fluxes, and do not include emissions from cold seasons. Another study however
showed much larger one-year accumulation. Lee et al. [2017] found a restored raised bog
in British Colombia, Canada is an annual net sink of 178 g m-2 year-1. Some of this
variation may be attributed to the large interannual variability in C exchange rates that is
possible in undisturbed peatlands (e.g. Roulet et al. 2007), which is also likely to occur in
restored and reclaimed wetland ecosystems.
Recently, reclamation projects in the bitumen mining region of Alberta have been
undertaken to engineer boreal wetlands for the purposes of forming peat. In contrast to the
restoration efforts discussed above, these wetlands were built from the subsurface up to
effectively restore wetland vegetation communities [Vitt et al., 2016], hydrological
functions [Ketcheson et al., 2016] and C accumulating processes [Wytrykush et al., 2012].
The objective of this thesis is to quantify energy, mass (water and C) interactions
between the surface and the atmosphere of one of the first engineered boreal wetlands, the
Sandhill Fen Watershed (SFW). This thesis will evaluate the SFW’s development and
potential for C sequestration. Section 2.1 of this chapter will detail the physiography,
regional history, as well as the design and construction of the SFW. Section 2.2 will review
the peatland restoration literature and the difficulties surrounding restoring C cycling in
northern wetlands. Section 2.3 reviews the theory of C accumulation in naturally occurring
northern peatlands. Section 2.4 explains the choice of applying field-based methodologies
and discusses the field work logistics. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 will discuss the methodologies
and methods of measuring biogeochemical systems. Finally, section 2.7 will conclude with
opportunities presented by this research.
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2.1.1

Physiography
The SFW (57.03°N, 111.59°W) is in the Wood Buffalo Regional Municipality of

Alberta, approximately 40 km north of the Fort McMurray urban service area on the
Syncrude Canada Ltd. Base Mine Lake mining site (Figure 2.1). The ecological framework
of Canada classifies the region as part of the Western Boreal Plains (WBP) ecozone
[Ecological Stratification Working Group, 1995]. The WBP are bounded by the western
prairie to the south and the Taiga Plains to the north. The western edge of the WBP extends
into the foothills of the Rocky Mountain Range of the Canadian Cordillera and its eastern
edge is found in the transition to the Laurentian Plateau, or Canadian Shield, in eastern
Manitoba (see Figure 2.1). Due to extensive continental glaciation, the landscape is
characterized by low relief topography with uplands and lowlands separated by tens of
metres in elevation, except for major rivers that carved ravines over 100 m deep during the
last glacial retreat [Ecological Stratification Working Group, 1995]. The study site lies in
both the Wabasca Lowlands and Mid-Boreal Uplands ecoregions [Ecological Stratification
Working Group, 1995]. These uplands contain forests of Abies balsamea (L.) Mill., Pinus
banksiana Lamb., Populus tremuloides Michx. and Picea glauca Voss. while in lower and
wetter forest regions, or midlands, Picea mariana Mill. and Larix laricina Koch. tend to
dominate with abundant birch (Betula spp.) and alder (Alnus spp.) [Bernhardt, 2017].
Lowlands compose 30 - 70% of the regional landscape and the majority are classified as
fens or bogs [Johnson and Miyanishi, 2008; Price et al., 2010]. The 40% range in lowland
cover is due to the difficulties in classifying the remote boreal landscape and the large
heterogeneity in ecosystems throughout the region. Large lakes are rare but not absent, and
rivers drain glacial melt and precipitation from the Canadian Rocky mountain range north
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to the Arctic Ocean through the Athabasca River watershed. Original overburden in the
area is primarily silt to clay-rich glacial till overlying Cretaceous Clearwater and
McMurray Formations of shale, siltstone and oil(bitumen)-bearing Devonian shale/sand
with thick Devonian deposits of limestone below [Price et al., 2010]. According to the
Alberta Government, 4800 km2 of the region could be developed for open pit mining for
bitumen extraction and 767 km2 is already under active extraction [Government of Alberta,
2017b], resulting in a large demand for efficient and effective reclamation strategies for
the closure landscapes.
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Figure 2.1: a) Location of the Western Boreal Plains region. b) Syncrude Base Mine lease
(on the west shore of the Athabasca River) with the Fort McMurray urban service area and
surrounding environment [Google Earth, 2018]. c) Location of the Sandhill Fen Watershed
and the surrounding Base Mine site.
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2.1.2

Climate
The area is defined as semi-arid, with the region located in the rain shadow of the

Canadian Cordillera which effectively blocks moisture from the Pacific Ocean. The region
has an annual air temperature of 0.95ºC and 419 mm year-1 of precipitation [Environment
and Climate Change Canada, 2017]. Thirty-two percent of the precipitation falls as snow
and 50% of the precipitation falls in June, July and August. Over the 30-year period, from
1982 to 2012, the annual potential for evapotranspiration (PET) remained relatively
consistent at 520 (±30) mm but total precipitation ranged from 300 to 700 mm [Devito et
al., 2012]. The analysis by Devito et al. [2012] shows that droughts (when PET>>total
precipitation) are typical in the region while short “wet” periods of one to two years in
duration occur every six to ten years and are responsible for recharging the reserve of water
available to vegetation throughout the dry periods.
2.1.3

Government, industry and legal requirements
Fort McMurray is found at the confluence of the Clearwater and Athabasca rivers

(Figure 2.1). Due to the utility of these rivers as transit routes, this region was widely used
prior to European colonization by the local Cree, Chipewyan and Prairie Dene [Hein,
2000]. Nearby, the banks of the Athabasca River carve into the bitumen rich sands which
were a known source of pitch for canoe repairs. The first European accredited to having
seen the substance was Peter Pond in 1778 [Hein, 2000]. From 1792, European activities
increased in the region, with 1870 marking the construction of a fur trading post named
Fort McMurray after William McMurray, the local chief factor for the Hudson’s Bay
Company [Hein, 2000]. In 1889, due to the Klondike Gold Rush occurring further north,
an increasing colonist presence in the region led to one of The Numbered Treaties, Treaty
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8, between local First Nation (FN) groups and the British monarchy (Crown). While the
legal details and ramifications of this treaty as they apply to 21st century activities are
relevant, extensive, and nuanced, the most important ramification for this thesis is that
although FN signatories agreed to “cede, release, surrender and yield up … all their rights,
titles, and privileges whatsoever to the lands included” it was in exchange, in part, to
“protect their way of life, embodied in their rights to hunt, trap and fish… in perpetuity”
[Ross, 2003]. Therefore, although the crown has the right to temporarily use, or lease, the
land for mining activities, settler activities should not disturb the long-term capacity of
First Nation groups to be able to use the land for traditional practices.
Relating to the traditional rights of First Nation Groups in Treaty 8, as well as
reflecting modern Canadian values, the Government of Alberta implemented regulations
around the closure of mining sites which mandates reclamation. Specific to this thesis,
reclamation in the bitumen mining region is legally defined as “the process of reconverting
disturbed land to its former or other productive uses”, with “all practicable and reasonable
methods… to ensure equivalent land capability” [Powter, 2002]. The meaning of
‘equivalence’ in regards to land capability remains vaguely defined; it could refer to some
economic metric, such as quantity of timber products, but it also may adhere to the wording
of Treaty 8 and refer to the return of the land for traditional uses [Ross, 2003].
Although equivalency remains vaguely defined and does not explicitly include
biogeochemical cycling, this thesis will evaluate the SFW equivalency in C sequestering
functions. C sequestering is important to the construction of novel boreal wetlands since
sequestered C, in the form of accumulated organic matter (i.e. peat), is a defining
characteristic of a peatland and influences many other ecosystem services. The next section
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will describe how the SFW was constructed to promote the development of peat
accumulating wetlands.
2.1.4

Design and construction of the Sandhill Fen Watershed
The SFW is one of two recent reclamation projects involving the construction of an

integrated boreal plains watershed of mixed lowland, midland, and upland regions (Figures
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). The SFW is built on the Syncrude Ltd. Base Mine site as part of the
company’s research into mine closure technologies. The other project is a dozen kilometres
away at the Suncor Energy Millennium mine, using a different design and construction
[Ketcheson et al., 2016]. The SFW is 58 ha in size, built on infill from a mine that was
initiated in 1977. By 1999 all extractable bitumen had been removed. Infilling with
composite tailings (a mix of fluid fine tailings, gypsum and sand tailings) and pure sand
tailings continued until 2008. The last ten metres were filled with a sand cap, and
mechanically placed to form the topography engineered to promote near surface water table
characteristics in the lowland [BGC Engineering Inc., 2008]. A near surface water table is
important to the long-term formation of peat [Clymo, 1984]. In addition, it mitigates any
upwelling of the salty tailings from below. Drains were installed in the lowland at a depth
of one metre as well as a 0.5 m clay sized fraction layer of sediment to also limit any
upwelling. The final 0.5 to 1 metre of surface in the lowland was a salvaged peat mineral
mixture from a newly disturbed peatland. The peat was placed by mechanical placement
which resulted in the mixing of the naturally occurring peat horizons. The central lowland
is approximately 17 ha in size and is designed around a valley structure with a 0.3% slope
along its long axis (west to east) that flattens off to 0.1% at the east end [Wytrykush et al.,
2012] (Figure 2.3). Unlike the lowland, the midland was mechanically built up such that it
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Figure 2.2: The development of vegetation under the midland and lowland eddy covariance towers, located near the middle of each
ecosystem.
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Figure 2.3: The Sandhill Fen Watershed. Permission granted for base map layer usage by Syncrude Canada.
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would not remain saturated for most of the year. Peat mineral mix was used as the final 1
m surface substrate. The midland is located in the southern portion of the SFW. The upland
ranges from two to six metres above the lowland and composes the western side of the
SFW as well as six hills encircling the lowland region (Figure 2.3). The final one metre of
surface cover in the upland was salvaged mineral soils, unlike the midland and lowland.
The surface of the uplands was scattered with coarse woody debris.
The upland and midland were planted in 2012 and 2013 with tree species
traditionally found in well-drained WBP ecosystems (primarily Picea glauca and Pinus
banksiana) while the lowland was seeded in 2012 with seeds harvested from local
wetlands, the majority of which were Carex aquatilus Wahlenb. [Vitt et al., 2016]. Since
2012, aspen (Populus spp.), willows (Salix spp.), wild grass and forb seeds have blown in
from the surrounding landscape and extensively colonized the organic substrates in the
midland and the drier soils of the lowland.
In the west, a large clay-lined pond was constructed to capture snowmelt and
precipitation and is connected to the lowland’s western edge through a ‘leaky’ gravel dam
[Wytrykush et al., 2012] (Figure 2.3). Outflow and drainage was shut off since the end of
2013. With inflow and outflow managed, and the system designed to have negligible
groundwater inputs or outputs [Nicholls et al., 2016], precipitation and ET are the dominant
components to the water balance.
From 2012 to 2016, the water management practices of the landscape changed.
During initial construction, an inflow pump was built into the west side of the watershed
to bring water into the clay lined containment pond. When the SFW pumps were active,
the water originated from a freshwater lake whose water levels were in turn artificially
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maintained by pumping freshwater from the Athabasca River. The outflow consisted of a
V-notched weir built into the eastern edge of the watershed and utilized a second pump
system to remove any water beyond the weir. When the downstream ecosystems are
constructed, the weir will be removed and replaced with a spillway. The system was
designed to be initially flushed with freshwater to minimize transport of saline
groundwater from the buried tailings [Wytrykush et al., 2012]. On 29 May 2013
freshwater was pumped into the clay lined containment pond from a nearby lake, which
passed into the lowland through the porous gravel dam [Nicholls et al., 2016]. Both the
inflow and outflow pumps remained on until fall 2013. Over the growing season of 2013,
660 mm of freshwater was pumped into the ecosystem, almost two times the quantity
received as rainfall (375 mm) [Nicholls et al., 2016]. With two exceptions, since the fall of
2013 the inflow and outflow pumps have been off and water level has been maintained
primarily by natural precipitation and evaporation. The first exception was in May 2014
when both inflow and outflow pumps were turned on briefly for a few hours for
maintenance, and the underdrains closed [Nicholls et al., 2016]. The second exception was
in June 2015 when the outflow pump was engaged for three days to determine the
hydrological response of the system to a sustained drawdown. Without pump management,
the water table increased in spring with snow melt and decreased throughout the growing
season from evaporative losses. The midland is now a mix of vegetated swales and flatter
plateaus, with variable swamp or marsh conditions forming in the swales depending on the
proximity to the water-table. The midland soils remain moist throughout the growing
season but are rarely saturated, except in the bottom of the swales. The lowland is mostly
characterized by year-round saturated conditions with a water table ranging from 0.5 m
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below the surface to over 0.5 m of standing water [Vitt et al., 2016]. The upland soils
remain dry and well drained with the water table below the 1 m monitoring wells for most
of the year.
2.2

Peatland reclamation and a functional perspective on construction
Although ecosystems have high plasticity, humans are degrading ecological

productivity at rates greater than natural systems can recover, which results in the need to
restore or reconstruct lost ecosystem services [Pratt, 1994]. Prior to 2005 most restoration
studies focused on ecological structure (including diversity and abundance) [Wortley et al.,
2013]. More recently however, restoration studies have been focusing on the success or
failure of restoring lost ecological services [Wortley et al., 2013]. Although the SFW may
be one of the first attempts to construct a peat forming wetland within an integrated
landscape, there have been many attempts to restore C cycling functions to degraded
peatlands. This section reviews some of examples in the literature that demonstrate the
challenges involved in restoring C cycling characteristics to peatlands.
Restoring ecological function (e.g. C cycle processes) was thought to be directly
related to restoring ecological structure (e.g. plant species abundance and diversity, water
table position, etc.), but recent studies suggest empirical evidence for this theory is lacking
and ecological function is not an emergent property of structure [Cortina et al., 2006]. Price
et al. [2003] posits that, “rehabilitation of broadly similar functions is a more realistic
objective [of peatland reclamation because] … it is still uncertain if the hydrological,
ecological, and C storage functions of peatlands can be restored”. Moreno-Mateos et al.
[2012] reviewed 172 restoration articles and found that both cycling and storage of C in
reclaimed wetlands was always below that of natural analogues. Moreno-Mateos et al.
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[2012] compared soil organic C (n=23), total soil C (n=23), soil C:N (n=16), respiration
(n=15), C mineralization rate (n=10), and root C content (n=5), where n is the number of
papers compared which report values from both restored and natural analogues. However,
the authors relied on a chronosequence methodology, substituting space for time, which
doesn’t capture the high spatial and temporal variability in natural wetlands. The authors
conclude that restoration does not return a net C accumulation function due to a lack of a
clear understanding of the biotic and abiotic factors that constrain ecosystem restoration
and that ecosystem services are often not fully recovered even when wetlands appear to be
restored structurally. Biological structure is often sought in restoration over ecological
function and restoring C sequestering capability was not the primary objective of projects
reviewed by Moreno-Mateos et al. [2012]. Creating the conditions for C accumulation is a
difficult task involving the promotion of a small imbalance between C inputs (growth of
hydrophytic plants) and C losses (respiration and decomposition). The conditions require
management of the complex feedback mechanisms known to regulate near-surface water
tables [Waddington et al., 2014] and the low reduction-oxidation (REDOX) conditions that
limit decomposition and thus C loss though autotrophic respiration. In another review,
Waddington and Price [2000] determine that restoration efforts do not restore the C sink
functions of peatlands, at least in the short term. This is in contradiction to the findings of
Vasander et al. [2003] who found that rewetting was all that was required to return
Scandinavian bogs to a C sink. However, the results of Vasander et al. [2003] are
extrapolated from a single study which only found a minimal sink of 20 g C m-2 over one
growing season. Respiration and C losses during the non-growing season are important for
the annual C balance. Non-growing season respiration has been reported as high as 123%
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of the growing season C uptake [Yu et al., 2016]. One growing season also fails to account
for the large year-to-year variation in CO2 fluxes observed in peatlands [Roulet et al.,
2007].
The restoration of the Bois-Des-Bel (BDB) peatland in Quebec is a good example
of the difficulties in restoring function, even once structure has been achieved. Bois-DesBel is one of the most studied peatland restoration projects in Canada and efforts were able
to re-establish Sphagnum moss over cutaway peat within a few seasons. Nevertheless,
despite the return of the moss structure, BDB has not achieved a diverse moss community
[McCarter and Price, 2013] nor net C uptake [Strack and Zuback, 2013] after more than
ten years from initial restoration activities. The SFW presents a novel opportunity to apply
what is known about peatland functioning to construct a novel peat forming system
[Wytrykush et al., 2012].
2.3

Carbon dioxide cycling and methane production in northern peatlands
Northern peatlands have the highest soil C densities of any landscape, but they are

also the largest sources of non-anthropogenic CH4 to the atmosphere [Kirschke et al.,
2013]. The two properties are intrinsically related, since CH4 production is anaerobic,
occurring in anoxic conditions which severely limit decomposer communities [Kristensen
et al., 1995]. Gross primary productivity (GPP) drives C accumulation, and ecosystem
respiration (Re), from both heterotrophic (RH) and autotropic (RA) sources, releases C back
to the atmosphere. Although peatlands do not have very large rates of GPP, relatively lower
RH tips the balance in favour of producing large C reservoirs slowly over millennia
thorough small but persistent annual net CO2 uptake and limited losses of C through CH4
emissions and aquatic fluxes [Ruimy et al., 1995; Frolking et al., 1998]. Vasander and
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Kettunen [2006] reviewed the northern peatland literature and found that northern
peatlands have higher ratios of net ecosystem exchange of CO2 (NEE) to GPP relative to
other ecosystems. The ratio of NEE to GPP is the ‘efficiency’ of an ecosystem’s capacity
to fix C [Vasander and Kettunen, 2006]. CH4 production, on the other hand, is an indication
that sufficient organic material is available for peat formation, but that the decomposition
of that material is energetically limited [Herndon et al., 2015]. This section will outline the
hydrological and biogeochemical processes which drive variability in CH4 emissions
within and among peatlands. In detailing the processes behind emissions of CH4 in
peatlands, this section will explore the biogeochemical conditions which limit RA, and thus
CO2 emissions as well.
The position and dynamics of the water table has been linked to both temporal and
spatial variation in CH4 fluxes, with wetter conditions promoting greater emissions
[Hargreaves and Fowler, 1998; Le Mer and Roger, 2001; Bubier et al., 2005; Von Fischer
et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2011; Marín-Muñiz et al., 2015]. Also, raising the water table in
formally drained peatlands restores CH4 emissions, often at greater rates than nearby
undrained peatlands [Hendriks et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2009, 2013; Beetz et al., 2013;
Bortolotti et al., 2016; Renou-Wilson et al., 2016] but not in all cases [e.g. Strack et al.,
2016]. Methanogens are obligate anaerobes, with greatest CH4 production typically just
below the water table [Blodau et al., 2004]. Methanotrophs are microbes that metabolize
methane for energy. Pools of water can have greater CH4 emissions than the surrounding
peat due to limited methanotrophic activity in the anoxic waters [Hargreaves and Fowler,
1998; Pelletier et al., 2014], but methane oxidation in the water column may occur if
surrounding conditions are favourable [Moore et al., 1994]. Likewise, aerenchyma in root
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tissues, the air-filled cavities formed between cells in stems and roots found in some
wetland plants, facilitate gas exchange with the atmosphere, allowing oxygen exchange
with the roots [Kludze et al., 1993]. Aerenchyma also provide a pathway for pore water
gases, including CH4, to diffuse through the plant and exchange with the atmosphere,
bypassing methanotrophic communities [Kludze et al., 1993]. The cavities in
aerenchymatous tissues form either by the collapse and programmed death of specific cells
or through a breakdown of pectic substances resulting in cell separation [Kacprzyk et al.,
2011]. Even without aerenchyma, vegetation communities are generally linked to CH4 flux
variability in wetland ecosystems, as demonstrated by the numerous studies correlating
CH4 fluxes to GPP [Whiting and Chanton, 1993; Dacey et al., 1994; Megonigal and
Schlesinger, 1997; Ziska et al., 1998; Vann and Megonigal, 2003], to community
assemblage [Lai et al., 2014], and to root network extent [Von Fischer et al., 2010].
The water table influences the diffusion of oxygen into the soil. With limited oxygen
in the soil, microbial respiration depletes alternative electron acceptors, which drives the low
REDOX potentials associated with methanogenesis and limited methanotrophy [Thomas et al.,
2009]. In broad terms, theory suggests nitrate is removed first, followed by manganese and
iron oxides, sulphate and eventually CO2 itself. This forms an analogous ladder of decreasing
reduction potential, forming theoretical exclusion zones of microbiological activity [Figure 2.4,
Lovley et al., 1994]. Each level of this “reduction ladder” (see Bethke et al. [2011] for a
discussion of this term) yields a lower Gibbs free energy to the organism than the level above,
which in turn limits the energy available to breakdown organic material. This means
methanogenic communities are limited to the simplest of fermentation products because
complex molecular bonds, or highly bonded molecules, are too energetically costly to break
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up [Herndon et al., 2015]. Thus, methanogenesis is often also limited by the supply and quality
of labile organic matter [Bridgham and Richardson, 1992; Van Der Gon and Neue, 1995] and
by competition with sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) for substrate and electron acceptors
[Kuivila et al., 1989; Achtnich et al., 1995; Avery et al., 2003; Broder et al., 2015].
In controlled laboratory incubation studies, the addition of alternative electron acceptor
ions (e.g. NO3-, or Fe3+) have also been shown to suppress CH4 production [Achtnich et al.,
1995; Miller et al., 2015].
If the soils have low REDOX potential the stored C is unlikely to cycle back to the
atmosphere [Updegraff et al., 1995]. Therefore, if REDOX conditions are low and rates of
gross primary production exceed the rates of respiration, and no other significant fluxes of
C occur, then the net annual sequestration of CO2 indicates organic matter accumulation
which, with incorporation into the soil, should form the precursor to peat.
2.4

Methodologies in Geography and study logistics
The definition of Geography, as defined by Halford MacKinder [1887], is to study

the factors “subsisting between [people] and society and so much of [their] environment as
varies locally”. Mackinder goes on to define the physical side of the discipline which
focuses on environmental variation, and the social side which focuses on the human actions
arising from that variance. While many new fields of study now exist since Mackinder
defined Geography, such as the Environmental and ‘Earth’ Sciences, a geographic
perspective on how humans build ecosystems and landscapes and what those landscapes
are is still quite relevant to this root definition of Geography. More recently, the United
Kingdoms’ Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education benchmark for Geography
states that the discipline focuses on a “plurality of ways of knowing and understanding the
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world”, and “an essential and characteristic aspect of Geography is the role of fieldwork”
[QAA, 2014]. Herrick [2010] states that fieldwork is essential in Geography because of the
inevitable complete immersion of the senses that occurs when in the field and leads to the
individual drawing on their own experiences and knowledge to expand that “plurality of
knowing” which defines the discipline. The SFW, and other modern engineered
landscapes, are built from a cross-section of socio-economic forces in Albertan society and
are engineered using a synthesis of ecological knowledge of the target landscape. As a
work of scholarship in the field of Geography, this doctoral thesis analyzes how C cycling
in this landscape varies over time since its construction and contextualizes that variability
to the body of literature which explores variability in natural boreal wetlands.
Observation helps improve theory and models while theory and models in turn
guide field-based studies, such that both modelling and field studies are complementary
activities for geographic research [Kirkby et al., 1992]. An extended field campaign
cultivates an intimate understanding of the system under study [QAA, 2014]. The field
research in this thesis involves environmental “experiments”, as defined by Church [1984],
in that specific hypotheses are formulated from conceptual models of how the environment
functions and examined within each chapter. While more reductionist fields of science rely
on manipulation and replication in controlled settings, field-based studies with and without
treatment manipulation rely on multiple lines of evidence from distinct theories, methods
and locations to advance our understanding. In Environmental Science, total control of a
reductionist experiment is impossible outside the lab, and therefore comparative statistical
approaches are necessary. Without true replication and a lack of experimental control, the
conceptual models in Environmental Sciences are continually refined by observations,
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analogies and system manipulations [Kirkby et al., 1992]. In 1713, Sir Isaac Newton argued
in the Principia that knowledge stems from propositions deduced from phenomena and
then rendered general by induction [Cohen et al., 1999]. Scholarship in environmental
sciences must also deduce from phenomena and apply inductive reasoning to determine
the generalizable theory which can be transferred within and between ecosystems. Within
this thesis, conceptual models of wetlands and C cycling are applied to the SFW to
evaluate, from a biometeorological perspective, the capacity of the SFW to function as an
integrated boreal landscape.
Field work for this thesis was planned for 2012 though 2016. The field season ran
from late May until mid-August each year (most of the growing season), with an additional
week in the late fall (approx. the first week of October). Unattended measurements (of
ecosystem-scale C and energy fluxes, weather, and microclimate) occurred year-round at
the lowland station except for periods of instrument or power failure. However, in 2016
major forest fires swept through the area, burning large parts of the Fort McMurray region
and town, requiring a cancelation of all field work plans that year. Work occurred almost
every day during the field season except when the weather created unsafe conditions (i.e.
lightning, muddy conditions making the mine roads unpassable, or a stable temperature
inversion aloft which would result in a surface fumigating plume from the central mine
processing plant).
2.5
2.5.1

Biogeochemical monitoring and in-situ measurements
Introduction
This section, and the next, will outline the field-based methods and their underlying

theories used to assess the capacity of the SFW to sequester C. Broadly there are two types
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of measurement systems in this study of the SFW. First are the in-situ, single-point
measurements which use instruments to measure conditions in direct contact with the
sensors. These include REDOX measurements, soil ion flux measurements, and the
chamber gas flux measurements along with measurements of the soil and atmosphere
microclimate. The second type are micrometeorological measurements of surfaceatmosphere exchanges. The micrometeorological method used in this thesis is the eddy
covariance (EC) technique whose theoretical underpinnings are the subject of section 2.6.
The remainder of this sub-section will detail the methods of the in-situ measurements.
2.5.2

Reduction-oxidation measurements
Section 2.3 provides background on CH4 production and how likely a chemical

substance is to acquire electrons, i.e. the REDOX potential of the soil environment. For
this thesis REDOX (Em) was measured in 2015 with a HYPNOS III system (PaleoTerra,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The HYPNOS III system is a combination of a single data
logger connected to platinum REDOX probes and DS18B20 temperature sensors (Dallas
Semiconductor, Dallas, TX). The temperature sensors are imbedded within the rod and the
platinum probes are wrapped around the exterior of the rod. Platinum is a highly conductive
material, meaning it transfers electrons easily, and is inert and durable, so it makes an
excellent surface for continuous monitoring of REDOX potentials [Vorenhout et al., 2011].
The probes were installed every few metres along a 20 m transect which spanned from
drier regions of the lowland through to a pond of standing water. Each probe monitors
REDOX potential at 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 m. Reduction-oxidation potentials are monitored
by the electrical potential, or voltage. The inert platinum constitutes half a REDOX reaction
or a half cell. Since electrons only flow when a circuit is complete, the second half cell, or
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reference probe, is a pH probe with a 0.1 M KCl standard buried below the water table in
the peat-mineral mix near the middle of the transect. Once the circuit is complete, the
resulting voltage (Em) indicates the REDOX conditions. Since the electrical potential of
electron transfer from reaction to reaction is different, post processing converts the
measured Em to the hydrogen standard REDOX measurement (Eh). For the HYPNOS III
system, equations 7.1 and 7.2 in the HYPNOS manual [pg. 33 Vorenhout, 2014] define
how to calculate the hydrogen reference standard and adjust for hydrogen ion abundance
(pH). However, the microsites within the placed peat-mineral substrate likely had some
variability in pH and REDOX conditions. Pore-space monitoring confirmed minor
seasonal variability in pH (ranging from 6.3 to 7.0 between 20 May to 13 August 2015)
from the surface water to the bottom of a nearby monitoring well. It is unknown how
spatially variable the pH was since there was only one well near the transect, however, a
pH range of ±0.7 would result in ±41.3 mV in the calculated hydrogen standard REDOX
potential assuming neutral conditions.
In addition to the measurement of an environment’s REDOX potential, the amount
and species of ions that are freely available, or mobile, reveals the effective REDOX
conditions of an environment. The REDOX ladder, also explained in section 2.2, can limit
CH4 production if there is a surplus of alternate electron acceptors at higher free energy. If
there is a surplus, then the associated ions should be more abundant as they are actively
cycling. Plant Root Simulated (PRS) probes (Western Ag, Saskatoon, SK) are designed to
adsorb mobile ions in soils over a period of time (referred throughout this thesis as the
burial period). PRS probes are made up of ion exchange membranes which adsorb ions in
contact with the surrounding solution. From 2013 to 2015, PRS probes were buried in soils
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for one-month at a time, repeated three consecutive times over the growing season. Onemonth burial periods allowed the membranes to come to a dynamic equilibrium with both
cation and anions in the soil while also allowing for three separate periods of measurement
each field season. After removal from the ground, the probes were cleaned with deionized
water and then shipped to Western Ag laboratory where they were immersed in an acid or
alkane bath to replace all the exchanged ions with hydrogen or hydroxide ions for the cation
and anions, probes respectively. The resulting solution was split up where one sample was
used to determine nitrogen concentration colorimetrically using an automated flow
injection analysis system, and all remaining nutrients were determined by ionizing the
sample then passing it through a mass spectrometer (i.e. inductively-coupled plasma mass
spectrometry). PRS probes are designed to mimic in-situ root-exchange properties in soils
in a non-destructive manner [Qian and Schoenau, 2005; Qian et al., 2008]. The ions of
interest for this thesis are NO3-, NH4+, Mn2+, Fe2+, and SO42-, all of which are ‘rungs’ on
the REDOX ladder [Bethke et al., 2011]. Although PRS probes measure all forms of mobile
sulphur, Geer and Schoenau [1994] showed a R2 of 0.75 with SO42- concentrations
suggesting mobile S concentrations determined using PRS probes is a good indicator of
SO42-. Soil extraction could have been used instead, as it is a more common approach to
studying ions, but extraction is destructive and can only provide a snapshot of all available
ions instead integrating a longer measuring period [Harrison and Maynard, 2014]. Soil
extraction and ion exchange membranes do correlate well [Qian et al., 1992; Harrison and
Maynard, 2014; Kreiling et al., 2015], but measure different ions. Ion exchange
membranes measure mobile ions adsorbed over a period of time while soil-extractions
measure total ions per mass or volume at a single point in time. Since the rate of ion
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exchange with the membranes is not constant over time, the absorption rate cannot be
interpreted to a smaller time step and thus, PRS probe results will always be a function of
the time in contact with the medium, which may limit comparisons among studies [Skogley
and Dobermann, 1996]. Nevertheless, the PRS probes are very effective at showing
differences in ion adsorption rates within a study, and therefore are effective for
comparison of ion fluxes across the SFW.
The use of PRS probes, however, has operational limitations. PRS probes can
become saturated in ions [Qian and Schoenau, 2002], essentially providing an upper limit
to the numbers of ions measured. To address this, the four-week burial time in this study
was selected to limit ion saturation while also giving sufficient time for the probe to come
to equilibrium. Care was taken to ensure full contact with the soils at every site: however,
ion exchange is dependent on aqueous transmission of the ions from the soil to the resin.
Therefore dry conditions may result in less ion adsorption onto PRS probes regardless of
ion abundance [Qian and Schoenau, 2002]. Ions in high demand, particularly nitrogenous
compounds [Subler et al., 1995], may also be desorbed from PRS probes by roots or living
organisms within the soils (i.e. the probes are outcompeted for the ions). PRS probes also
favour adsorption by divalent and trivalent ions relative to monovalent ions once a large
number of the initial exchangeable hydrogen ions have been displaced [Western Ag
Innovations, 2018]. Salinity has also been shown to impact the ion-affinity of PRS probes,
since the diffusion gradient is impacted by the concentration of salt ions. It is unclear
whether organisms at the lower end of the REDOX ladder can desorb alternative electron
acceptors from PRS probes, or whether it would be too energetically costly. A study to
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determine the effect of reduced conditions on PRS performance is outside the scope of this
thesis but would be valuable.
2.5.3

Gas flux chambers
Chamber-based measurements of respiration have been conducted for decades (e.g.

Lundegårdh, [1927]), and involve the placement of a chamber over a surface to measure
the rate of change in gas concentration within the chamber. Chambers can be static or
dynamic and steady or non-steady state. In this thesis, a static chamber, non-steady state
system is used where multiple discrete samples of gas are taken during a measurement.
Other systems may be dynamic with a continuous air stream flowing between the chamber
headspace and the gas analyzer [Livingston and Hutchinson, 1995]. Steady state systems
involve measuring the air stream out of the chamber from an open path circulation system
which continuously exchanges air from the chamber with external air with a known volume
and concentration of the species of interest [Livingston and Hutchinson, 1995].
Chamber measurements were repeated in the same locations over this whole study,
from permanently installed anchors points, referred to as collars. A typical collar setup can
be seen in Figure 2.5 without the chamber. Collars more than 5 cm above the surface create
shady regions which alter the energy budget within the collar area [Parkin and Venterea,
2010]. Furthermore, excessive heights in the collars have been shown to retain water during
precipitation events [Parkin and Venterea, 2010]. As such, the collars at SFW were
installed as close to flush with the surface as possible and with over 3.6 times the minimum
area suggested by Parkin and Venterea [2010] to minimize flux variability attributed to
minor surface variation. Parkin and Venterea [2010] also suggest field studies should seek
similar landscape elements to group collar locations together for replication of spatial
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variability. Collars were inserted to 0.4 m depth to ensure a good seal and limit root ingress
from outside the collar. Capturing the lowland, midland and upland surface heterogeneity
was the motivation behind the collar location selection in 2013 and 2014 in the SFW
(Figure 2.3). Two collars were maintained at each location, one was clipped free of
vegetation (hereafter referred to as vegetation excluded) and the other had the vegetation
left intact (hereafter referred to as vegetated). This allowed separation of the gas flux
sources.
Chamber design can also affect the gas concentration within the chamber. Adequate
venting must be present in the chamber, or differences in pressure between the chamber
and the atmosphere will affect diffusion from the surface, creating upwards of a 15% bias
[Davidson et al., 2002]. Strong windy conditions have been shown to also bias the
measurement also by altering the pressure gradient over the surface being monitored
[Davidson et al., 2002]. Extended placement of chambers on the surface can increase
humidity and temperature in the headspace which can affect biological processes
[Hutchinson and Livingston, 2001]. Increasing concentrations of the gas of interest
decreases the concentration gradient from the source to the air inside the chamber and may
lead to underestimation of diffusive emission rates [Livingston and Hutchinson, 1995]. To
minimize these issues, chambers should not be left on the collars for extended periods of
time. Parkin and Venterea [2010] recommend less than 60 minutes, but 15 minutes was
more than adequate for the SFW. The USDA GRACEnet protocols recommend a minimum
of three samples [Parkin and Venterea, 2010]. Five samples were collected during this
study at an equal interval of 5 min (i.e. at 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min) to increase precision in
the flux calculation (i.e by reducing the large mean squared error that results from a small
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number of samples). Samples were placed in evacuated vials for analysis of gas
concentrations at a later time. Magnesium perchlorate was included in the gas sampling
vials to remove water vapour from the sample to eliminate dilution effects.
Fluxes were determined by a linear regression of the concentration change over the
time the chamber was on the collar. There are several non-linear methods for calculating
gas flux from chamber gas concentration measurements [Venterea et al., 2009], however,
relative to linear least squares regression, these methods trade off increased accuracy in
flux for decreased precision [Venterea et al., 2009]. This makes linear calculations better
for detecting relative differences in fluxes between sites at the SFW, but overall may be
less accurate in absolute terms.
Mixing within the headspace is induced before sampling to ensure a representative
sample. Corrections for the removal of a volume of gas (24 mL/sample) are not needed
with chambers having volume/surface area ratios > 10 (~45 in this thesis) and sample
volumes < 30 mL [Parkin and Venterea, 2010]. Aside from the proper chamber design and
sampling practice, repetition is the best way to overcome the large variance in individual
chamber flux measurements [Davidson et al., 2002]. As such, chamber sites were
replicated within logistical limits and measurements were made as often as manpower
would allow, typically at weekly intervals each growing season.
To compute fluxes in nmol (or µmol) m-2 s-1, the rate of change in CO2 (or CH4)
concentration was multiplied by the chamber volume (~0.03 m3) and divided by the
chamber surface area (0.07 m2). Precise volume varied since it depended on the height of
the collar above the surface and the volume taken up by plant material. When the vegetation
exceeded the volume of the chamber, plant parts were clipped back and/or damaged. In
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contrast, moss could not be removed from the vegetation-free collar without risking
disturbing the substrate, which would affect gas diffusion.
Finally, there was a slight bias introduced to the chamber measurements due to the
subjective determination of ebullition events or leaky chambers. When calculating the
fluxes, “spikes” in the chamber gas concentration time series was determined evidence of
ebullition from the water surface. The measurement was noted, and the flux was discarded.
Any sudden drops in concentration within the time series was taken as evidence of a leaky
chamber and the flux measurement was also discarded.
2.5.4

Computational analysis
All data management and processing procedures were performed using the

MATLAB numerical computing environment (Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA).

Three

MATLAB add-in toolboxes were used as well as the base environment. The Statistical
Toolbox was used to produce all reported statistical models. The Neural Network Toolbox
was used to develop the artificial neural networks reported in Chapter 5. The Mapping
Toolbox was used to rapidly process the gridded footprint data, in raster format, needed in
Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.5 A typical set of gas flux chamber collars (dimeter = 0.3 m), with the vegetation excluded collar on the left and the vegetated
collar on the right. Coloured flagging tape indicates PRS probe positions.
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2.6
2.6.1

Micrometeorological observations
Introduction
Manual chamber flux methods are point measurements and do not capture the

whole ecosystem being studied over time periods relevant to many biological processes
[Baldocchi et al., 1988]. The EC technique is a micrometeorological method to measure
surface-atmosphere exchanges that can provide a continuous measurement of gas fluxes
from the whole system, or some integrated part of it. For this reason, both approaches are
used in this study to characterize surface-atmosphere interactions at the SFW. Since ET is
the dominant output of water at the SFW, the EC technique can monitor not only the CO2
flux, but also ET which is a direct control of the water table. The theory of EC and its
limitations are the subject of this section.
2.6.2

Eddy covariance theory
The objective of the EC method is to obtain the covariance between turbulence and

the entity of interest, to determine the vertical flux. Eddy covariance measurements of
turbulent fluxes of mass, momentum and energy must be made in the constant flux layer,
which is sufficiently above the surface to be out of the roughness sublayer [Munger et al.,
2012]. The foundation of EC theory derives from the simplification that over a
homogenous surface, well mixed turbulent air flow has negligible horizontal advection
(inputs match outputs) while diffusion, divergence and convergence are negligible, which
results in vertical motion incorporating the only non-zero flux in mass, momentum or
energy [Baldocchi et al., 1988]. Measurement of eddies from a single point in space also
requires a temporal average because of the structure of eddies. Reynold’s averaging
assumes that over a sufficient period observations of the atmosphere can represent the full
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range of microstates of the system so as to be statistically equivalent to a true ensemble
average (i.e. the average obtained under identical conditions) [Foken et al., 2012b]. Since
eddies are swirling, three dimensional, nested currents and countercurrents, they require
time to pass over the sensors. Eddies must also be measured high enough over the surface,
or they will be dampened due to the resistance of the small laminar flow friction layer and
would require much higher frequency measurements [Munger et al., 2012]. The flux
measurement is made over a 30-minute period in this study. Thirty minutes is appropriate
for the SFW since the fluctuations in the original time series occur at much shorter
timescales and are thus well described over this period [Moncrieff et al., 2004]. However,
measuring eddies from a single point in space over time results in an attenuation of the
eddy transport that is derived from the time series. The length of measurement period acts
as a high pass filter by defining the maximum size of eddy that can be resolved since larger
eddies require more time to pass the sensors. Too short a measurement period and large
eddies are not captured. Secondly, instrument resolution, response time, and sampling rate
dictate the minimum size of any observable eddy, since small eddies result in ever smaller
fluctuations in wind speed and the entity of interest [Foken et al., 2012a]. Furthermore, the
geometry of the instruments also limits the minimum size of a measurable eddy, since
measurement occurs with multiple sensors within some finite volume, eddies smaller than
the sampling volume are averaged into that measurement [Foken et al., 2012a]. Thus, the
geometry and sampling frequency act as low pass filters, removing the contributions of
small eddies to the measured flux. To know how much total mass or energy has been
exchanged with the surface, the attenuated signal must be corrected. In the atmosphere,
and most fluids, energy cascades at a predicable rate from large scale motions down to the
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point the viscosity of the fluid absorbs the kinetic energy [Kolmogorov, 1991]. Therefore,
if the peak frequencies, as described by the kinetic energy carried in the eddies, are well
captured in the frequency domain of the time series, losses can be robustly estimated as
described below. In addition, these issues limit the placement of the EC instrumentation –
too close to the surface and the eddies are too small to fully describe the atmospheric
exchange, while too high above the surface, the boundary layer within which the EC
instrumentation is placed may represent areas beyond the region of interest and limit the
suitability of the assumptions used to simplify turbulent exchange to a one-dimensional
solution [Munger et al., 2012].
Despite its engineered design, delineating the spatial extent of the SFW fen is not
straight forward. There are sharp edges which clearly show where construction activities
occurred, and there are engineering documents also delineating the precise edge of the
SFW. However, because the SFW is surrounded by an industrial landscape, this ‘island’
situation will impact the SFW’s surface-atmosphere interactions and the assumptions of
the EC technique employed to measure them. Contrasting albedo, moisture, and thermal
properties of the SFW compared to the surroundings alters the thermal profile of the
atmosphere from its surroundings and creates a small cell which violates the horizontal
homogeneity assumptions in EC theory. Edge effects can also create up wind artifacts in
the momentum and energy fluxes. For the SFW any artifacts in the EC data arising form
the edge effects are explored in detail in Appendix B. Briefly, the EC systems were placed
sufficiently far from the edges to negate any obvious edge effects (Appendix B).
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2.6.3

EC instrumentation and flux calculations
There were three EC towers in the SFW. Wind speed measurements for EC fluxes

were made using sonic anemometers. High frequency temperature measurements were also
made using a fine wire thermocouple mounted next to the sonic anemometer at all three
towers. Two sonic anemometer models were used, CSAT3 (Campbell Scientific, Logan,
UT) and R3-50 (Gill Instruments, Lymington, Hampshire). Although both instruments
were designed to minimize interference in air flow, the symmetric R3-50 has been found
to be slightly less susceptible to wind direction bias and angle of attack errors than the
asymmetric CSAT3 [Grare et al., 2016]. The instruments to measure CO2 and water
vapour concentrations included both open and enclosed path infrared gas analyzers. Open
path sensors do not require a pump to draw air through the sensor and thus require less
power and are less subject to signal attenuation issues. However, open path sensors require
correction for density fluctuations within the measurement path, which arises from
variations in the ambient heat and water vapour content of the measurement volume [Webb
et al., 1980]. Open path sensors are also more susceptible to data loss caused by dirt, rain,
or condensation settling on the measurement window [Burba et al., 2010]. Furthermore,
the LI-7500 series of IRGAs have heater units within the sensors, which can affect the
density of the air within the senor path, particularly during cold periods [Burba et al.,
2006]. The lowland EC tower was the only one in the SFW with access to ‘on-grid’ power
such that an enclosed path IRGA could be operated there year-round. These and all other
EC flux processing and correction procedures used in this thesis are detailed in Appendix
A. Additional microclimatological variables were recorded at all three towers with net
radiometers (CNR4; Kipp & Zonen, Delft, The Netherlands), temperature and humidity
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sensors (HC2-S; Rotronic AG, Bassersdorf, Switzerland), as well as thermistors buried at
0.05 m to measure soil temperature.
2.6.4

Footprints and flux partitioning
The EC technique allows measurement of surface fluxes over a dynamic area of the

ecosystem. The specific area that contributes to any given flux measurement is a function
of atmospheric transport mechanisms and is referred to as the flux footprint. Since the early
1990’s, footprint modelling has been developed alongside EC flux measurements for a
variety of applications [Leclerc and Foken, 2014]. Footprint models have been used to
spatially partition flux source areas [Soegaard et al., 2003; Nagy et al., 2006; Biermann et
al., 2014]. Some researchers have linked EC fluxes to geospatial data from tower- and
space-based remote sensing platforms to better characterize specific surface-type fluxes
[Reithmaier et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2008, 2009a, 2009b; Barcza et al.,
2009]. Footprint modelling has also been used to assist quality assurance practices either
assessing vertical wind advection by spatial cover, or by combining quality control flags
with land cover or topographic data [Schmid, 1997; Rebmann et al., 2005; Göckede et al.,
2006, 2008; Reithmaier et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2009a]. Some work
has also focused on downscaling fluxes to specific static chamber measurements, linking
system wide measurements with very localized measurements [Davidson et al., 2002; Reth
et al., 2005; Myklebust et al., 2008]. Instead of modelling all of the possible surface
emissions and flow paths through the turbulent atmosphere, backwards Lagrangian
simulation (BLS) [Kljun et al., 2002] uses the measurement point in space and atmospheric
conditions to model thousands of particles flowing backwards through time to create a
probability surface for the potential exchange location of the measured flux. The
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Lagrangian models include stochastic elements, which model the chaotic motions of the
fluid atmosphere as Markov processes, to estimate the contributing surface of the derived
EC flux. Other researchers developed purely deterministic analytical models, which are
computationally more efficient but are limited in their ability to predict accurate source
areas in near-neutral atmospheric conditions. Largely this limitation is due to the
inaccuracy, or lack of description of the diffusion process [Leclerc and Foken, 2014]. To
reduce the computation time required for BLS, Kljun et al. [2015] developed a Fast
Footprint Prediction (FFP) which approximates the more computationally expensive BLS
models. The FFP is robust in various atmospheric conditions like BLS, but is relatively fast
like other analytical models [Leclerc and Foken, 2014]. Because of both the speed and
robust applicability, FFP is used in Chapter 5 with the downscaling methods of Crawford
and Christian [2015] to analyze the effect surface characteristic variability has on
evaporative fluxes in the SFW lowland.
In this thesis, time series of RE and GPP are partitioned from the EC measurements
of NEE following methods outlined by Reichstein et al. [2005]. RE is related to temperature
using an exponential function with 0.05 m soil temperature and all quality night time NEE
fluxes, which represent respiration since photosynthesis does not occur at night. To adjust
for the seasonality in RE, a 15-day moving window was used to compute estimates of short
term RE. The short-term and long-term RE produce an adjustment ratio for the long-term
RE function. The ratio is then interpolated from the nighttime periods for all 30-min fluxes
and multiplied by the RE function of soil temperatures to obtain measurements of RE for
all 30-min block averaging periods. GPP is set to zero at night and then calculated as the
difference between RE and NEE during the day. Other CO2 flux partitioning methods
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include using the non-adjusted seasonal RE function of air temperature, increasing the
complexity of the respiration function by incorporating additional environmental variables
(e.g. soil moisture), simply applying the average nighttime flux as the average daily RE, or
by first calculating GPP and using the residual to model RE. Although air temperature is
often a better fit to nighttime CO2 flux than soil temperatures [Van Dijk and Dolman, 2004],
that was not the case at the SFW. Furthermore, including the seasonal adjustment factor
improved our estimates of nighttime fluxes and are easily justified by phenological cycles.
Soil moisture was not included in the modelling of RE because Reichstein et al. [2012]
reported that despite the mechanistic logic of including soil moisture, it did not improve
modelling of RE and at the SFW, soils remained saturated in most locations.
2.7

Challenges and opportunities
Although it is difficult to conclusively delineate the spatial and temporal scales relevant

for most physical geography studies [Church, 1980] , the constructed nature of the SFW gives
more definite edges to both the spatial and temporal extent of the system than is found with most
other ecosystems. In year one of this study (2013), the pumps were turned on in the SFW which
marks a clear transition between mine engineering activities and biological activities, but the
development of the SFW will reflect its engineering history and construction material (e.g. peat,
mineral soil, etc) sources. This latter form of legacy, causing a mosaic of many location histories
in one space may be unique to constructed ecosystems. Chapter 3 examines how the legacy from
prior landscapes results in biogeochemistry with important implications for the C cycling of this
new system. Chapter 4 downscales EC measurements of ET to analyze the small scale
heterogeneity which results from the vegetation planting and development. Chapter 5 uses EC to
analyze the design legacy of the larger constructed features on the trajectory of RE.
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Chapter 3: Methane Emissions at The Sandhill Fen Watershed
3.1

Introduction
A significant legacy of open pit mining in northern Alberta will be almost 5000

km2 of closure landscapes [Alberta Government, 2009] that will be engineered to restore
the “equivalent capability” of the pre-mining landscapes [Government of Alberta, 2017a].
The engineered landscapes will be important in determining the long-term C footprint of
the region, potentially helping to offset ecological losses and industrial emissions. The
boreal region has large quantities of soil C per area due to the high density of peatlands,
with some estimates as high as 165 kg C m-2 [Beilman et al., 2008]. Rooney et al. [2012]
used land cover classification and reclamation plans to estimate a potential net loss of 11.4
– 47.3 Tg of stored C from the pre-mining landscape and a reduction in CO2 sequestration
capacity of the new constructed landscape by 5.7 – 7.2 Gg C year-1. This loss occurs in
large part as a result of both the decomposition of peat when it is used in the reclamation
of uplands and from the diminished C sequestration capacity of landscapes constructed on
the former mining regions. The diminished C sequestration capacity is highlighted as
particularly problematic by Rooney et al. [2012] with respect to the constructed wetland
regions. However, post-mining engineered wetlands in the region are still quite novel, and
little is known about their surface-atmosphere exchange of C.
Undisturbed peatlands are long-term CO2 sinks, accumulating C as peat over
millennia [Rydin and Jeglum, 2006; Vasander and Kettunen, 2006]. Yet, on annual
timescales the C cycling within peatlands are widely varied and only partially understood,
particularly with regards to CH4 production [Vasander and Kettunen, 2006]. Methane
production from wetlands is thought to be the single greatest driver of inter-annual
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variability in atmospheric CH4 concentration [Bousquet et al., 2006] and globally wetlands
are the overall largest non-anthropogenic sources of CH4 to the atmosphere [Kirschke et
al., 2013]. Since methanogenesis is only favoured at the lowest REDOX potentials known
to support life, it is likely that high rates of CH4 emission and low rates of C turnover
through decomposition processes in peatlands is related by a scarcity of inorganic electron
acceptors in anoxic, saturated soils [Peters and Conrad, 1995; Thomas et al., 2009].
Approximately at the same time that Rooney et al. [2012] estimated the C balance for the
post-mining landscapes of Alberta, the first two wetlands were being constructed in the
Fort McMurray region. These wetlands were designed and constructed to test theories on
how to return the peat forming and C capturing capacities to the mined landscape
[Wytrykush et al., 2012]. A research gap exists, however, between the modelled predictions
of C cycling by Rooney et al. [2012] and the actual C cycling of the constructed
ecosystems. This study aims to address part of this gap by evaluating CH4 emissions from
one of the closure wetlands and supporting watersheds.
Methane emissions from wetlands are highly variable in space and time but can
contribute substantially towards the long-term C balance of some ecosystems [Vasander
and Kettunen, 2006]. Four key wetland characteristics are typically linked to the temporal
and spatial variability of CH4 flux in peatlands: water table position, REDOX, vegetation
composition, and temperature [Vasander and Kettunen, 2006]. Some of the variability in
CH4 emissions comes from how much CH4 is re-oxidized by methanotrophic communities.
Since 60 to 90% of the CH4 produced in peatlands is re-oxidized before it reaches the
atmosphere [Le Mer and Roger, 2001], a high water table position [Moore et al., 2011] and
deep rooting of vegetation with ‘straw like’ aerenchymatous tissues [Kludze et al., 1993]
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allow CH4 to bypass the aerated surface peat where aerobic methanotrophic communities
reside. Aerenchymatous tissues can also transport oxygen into the peat, but the roots of
those plants also serve as a transport for photosynthetic products, both of which are quickly
consumed by microbial communities in the soil. Numerous studies have positively
correlated net primary production (NPP) with CH4 production [e.g. Whiting and Chanton,
1993; Dacey et al., 1994; Megonigal and Schlesinger, 1997; Ziska et al., 1998; Vann and
Megonigal, 2003], suggesting that increased root exudate has a positive impact on
methanogenic communities even with the increased oxygen availability of some
aerenchyma containing species. Finally, numerous studies have also shown increasing CH4
emissions with warmer soils [Roulet et al., 1992; Whiting and Chanton, 1993; Bubier and
Moore, 1994; Bubier et al., 2005; Whalen, 2005] although this effect may be masked when
water table or other environmental factors co-vary [Moore et al., 2011].
Although constructed peatlands are relatively novel, restoration of peatlands has
occurred for decades, often through damming the ditches originally used to drain them
[Rochefort and Lode, 2006]. Studies of restored peatlands show increased levels of CH4
production relative to both their undisturbed and unrestored reference sites (Table 3-1). To
determine the CH4 emissions of a closure watershed in the Alberta bitumen mining region
and how these emissions compare to those from restored peatlands, this paper presents
three years of CH4 emissions from one of the first watersheds constructed after oil sand
mining disturbance in northern Alberta, the Sandhill Fen Watershed (SFW). The SFW had
over 15 ha of permanently saturated peat soil with little horizontal or vertical water flow
[Nicholls et al., 2016] and thriving plant communities which contain species with
aerenchyma (e.g. Carex spp.) [Vitt et al., 2016]. Given that re-wetted wetlands with rich
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Table 3-1: Comparison of the CH4 flux from published studies on restored and reference unrestored peatlands. Negative values indicate
CH4 uptake. ‘Seasonal’ indicates fluxes are from the growing or warm season only. ‘Peak’ flux indicates maximum observed fluxes.

Publication (& peatland)
2013 Supplement to the
2006 IPPC guidelines for
National Greenhouse Gas
Inventories: Wetlands
[Blain et al., 2014]
Hendriks et al. [2007]
(Horstemeer, Netherlands)
Wilson et al. [2009]
(Turraun, Ireland)
Strack et al. [2014]
(Alberta, Canada)
Mahmood and Strack
[2011]

Lee et al. [2017] (BC,
Canada)
Renou-Wilson et al. [2016]
(Glenvar, Ireland)

Peatland status
Rewetted poor organic boreal soils
Rewetted rich organic boreal soils

Restored annually saturated regions
Restored relatively dry regions
Restored Typha dominated
Restored Phalaris dominated
Restored Eriophoum/Carex dominated
Unrestored
Restored
Unrestored
Restored C. aquatilis dominated
Restored Typha dominated
Restored other vegetation dominated
Unrestored (bare peat)
Natural Reference
Restored
Restored
Unrestored plots

Time since
rewetting
(years)
n/a
n/a

10
10
10 – 14
10 – 14
10 – 14
10 - 14
5
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
9
15
n/a

Methane flux
(mg CH4 m-2 h-1)
Type of flux
Modelled Annual Range
0.08 – 3.75
Modelled Annual Range
0.00 – 7.51

Mean Seasonal Flux†
Mean Seasonal Flux†
Peak Flux†
Peak Flux†
Peak Flux†
Peak Flux†
Seasonal Range†
Seasonal Range†
Mean Seasonal Flux†
Mean Seasonal Flux†
Mean Seasonal Flux†
Mean Seasonal Flux†
Mean Seasonal Flux†
Mean Annual Flux*
Monthly Range*
Mean Annual Flux†
Mean Annual Flux†

18.4 ± 2.9
2.2 ± 0.2
16
6††
1.8
0.1††
-0.074 – 15.6
-0.17 – -0.05
3.7
9.7
1.1
0.005
0.3
3.7
0.2 – 7.8
>1 **
0.2
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†Flux measured using flux chambers. *Fluxes interpreted from the published monthly and yearly values calculated with the Eddy
Covariance method ††These values from Wilson et al. [2009] were interpreted from their Figure 2. **Specific mean CH4 flux was not
reported for the rewetted sites in Renou-Wilson et al. [2016], but it was stated as “were on average 5 times higher” than the unrestored
sites and verified using Figure 7. Hendriks et al. [2007] defined season as ~83 to ~288 day of year, depending on which of the three
years of study, while Strack et al. [2014] and Bortolotti et al. [2016] define season as ~137 and ~253 day of year and May through
September, respectively.
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organic material and plant communities containing aerenchymatous tissues produce CH4
(Table 3-1), it was hypothesized that the wetland areas of this constructed ecosystem will
also be a large source of CH4. The results of this research will provide information about
the SFW soils’ capacity to accumulate organic matter and potential to be a CH4 source to
the atmosphere.
3.2

Study site biogeochemical characteristics
The objective of the SFW design was to test reclamation practices on soft tailings

deposits and promote conditions for the long-term development of a peat forming boreal
plains ecosystem [Wytrykush et al., 2012]. It was necessary that the design of the SFW
limit vertical transport of tailings and process-affected waters (i.e. water with some
component of industrial wastewater) to the surface [Wytrykush et al., 2012] to prevent
contamination of the new ecosystems. To achieve this, fine sediments with 26.4 – 46.4%
clay (based on texture analysis) were placed in the lowland regions of the SFW to help
minimize vertical transport of calcium (Ca2+), sodium (Na+) and naphthenic acids from the
process water within the tailings below. Three underdrains, which run along the central
area of the lowland region, were designed to limit the upwelling of the salt-rich process
water. The electrical conductivity, measured near the central lowland meteorological
station, was 1171 ± 269, 2109 ± 306, and 2163 ± 248 µS cm- 1 in 2013, 2014 and 2015,
where the typical values in boreal wetland range from 400 to 2770 µS cm- 1 [Trites and
Bayley, 2009]. The underdrains were shut off at the beginning of 2014 which may have
caused the increase in electrical conductivity. Fresh water was pumped into the ecosystem
in 2013 to initially saturate the lowland ecosystem, and a downstream pump was used to
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remove water from the weir out of the lowland ecosystem. Except for a few hours of
maintenance, the pumps were not used in 2014 or 2015.
The top 0.25 m of the donor peat in the midland and lowland (Figure 3.1) had a mean
(± SD) C to nitrogen (N) ratio of 22.7 (± 3.4), 0.98 (± 0.36)% N dry weight, Ca and Na
concentrations of 786.1 (± 409.4) and 184.2 (± 79.0) mg kg-1, respectively and an electrical
conductivity of 1980 (± 600) µS cm-1 (n = 107) after placement. The concentration of Fe was
8028 (± 2712, n=13) mg kg-1 and SO42- concentration in the peat mix was high, with a mean
of 914.0 (± 425.5, n=107) mg of S kg-1. Total S concentration was also high at 1.00% (± 0.50%,
n=12) determined by oxidation in an induction furnace then quantified through infrared mass
spectroscopy with a LECO IR (LECO Corporation, Saint Joseph, MI).
By 2015, four distinct communities had formed in the lowland, roughly divided along
a soil moisture and water depth gradient [Vitt et al., 2016]. The areas with standing water
(Figure 3.1) were composed primarily of Carex aquatilis Wahlenb., Typha latifolia L. and to
a lesser extent Carex utriculata Stokes, while areas with the water table near the surface
contained the most species associated with peatlands including sedges and bryophytes [Vitt et
al., 2016]. The drier areas contained the largest percentage of weedy species, or species not
associated with peatlands [Vitt et al., 2016]. In the upland (Figure 3.1), trees (Populus
tremuloides, Betula papyearifera Marshall, Picea glauca, Picea mariana, Larix laricina, and
Pinus banksiana) were planted and local grasses (e.g. Hordeum jubatum L.) naturally
colonized the region. Vegetation cover throughout the whole watershed increased over time;
peak season leaf area index increased from 1.5 ± 0.6 to 2.2 ± 1.1 over the three years as
measured at 15 plots (5 upland, 10 lowland) using a LAI-2200 (LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE).
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Figure 3.1 Map of the Sandhill Fen Watershed. Standing water was limited to the lowland peat mix region only.
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3.3

Materials and methods
This study uses plot-scale measurements of CH4 fluxes over three years to assess

the temporal and spatial variations in CH4 emissions and the factors that may influence
their variability. Fluxes were measured using non-steady state static chambers following
methods described by Wilson and Humphreys [2010] and in Section 2.5.3. Plots were
established over the three years of study to adequately replicate the dominant landforms
and built features of the SFW. In 2013, 15 plots were established across the lowland and
midland of the SFW. In 2014, the number of plots was increased to 21 by including plots
on the organic soils in the uplands and in 2015 it was increased to 29 by adding more plots
in the lowland (Figure 2.3 and 3.1). The 2013 plots were chosen before the pumps were
activated and were selected to capture the surface moisture and vegetation heterogeneity
while maintaining multiple plots on similar landforms. The midland plots were chosen to
capture differences in the vegetative cover. Two plots were placed on sandy soils, one
directly on exposed tailings sand and the other on the salvaged mineral soil mixture. In
2014, the new collars were placed on a rich organic substrate built into depressions on the
upland hills. The eight new collars in 2015 were placed in the lowland along an elevation
and moisture gradient transect used for REDOX monitoring (described below).
For the remainder of this study, midland and upland plots were combined into one
group, ‘Upland’, due to similar soil and vegetation characteristics within those sampling
plots. Furthermore, since the precise depth to water table was not monitored at the gas
exchange plots, the lowland plots were grouped according to whether there was standing
water at the time of measurement. The first group, ‘Saturated’, contained plots with
standing water. The second group, ‘Unsaturated’, were plots with the water table below the
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surface in the lowland areas with organic rich substrates. All upland plots were well above
the water table as nearby 1 m deep pore-water sampling wells were dry for most of the
2015 season.
Each plot contained a pair of 0.19 m tall collars that were inserted until nearly flush
with the surface to minimize changes to the microclimate as a result of the collar [Parkin
and Venterea, 2010]. Each pair consisted of one collar that was maintained free of
vegetation by clipping and the other was left undisturbed (Figure 2.2). An inevitable
limitation of the undisturbed collar was that any vegetation larger than the flux chambers
(0.19 m tall, 0.03 m3) was trimmed to fit within the chamber. This trimming had the largest
effect in the lowland, where some Typha died once trimmed. The collars had a surface area
of 0.07 m2 and were made of SDR35 12” PVC sewer pipe with a groove cut into the top
edge where an acrylic chamber was placed during measurement. A seal between the
chamber and collar was made by filling the groove with water. A small coiled vent tube
maintained equal pressure with the surroundings [Hutchinson and Livingston, 2001]. At
the time of installation, five thermocouples were buried at each site between the vegetated
collars and the collars with vegetation excluded at a depth of 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 cm. The
chambers were constructed of acrylic, enclosed a volume of 0.03 m3 and were covered in
an opaque black plastic to eliminate photosynthetic uptake of CO2 for a respiration analysis
not discussed here (see Chapter 5). The air inside the chamber was mixed by pumping a 60
mL syearinge connected to the chamber sampling line and then pulling 24 mL of air from
the chamber volume at 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 minute intervals. The air was then stored in an
evacuated vial containing 2 mg of magnesium perchlorate to remove any water vapour
from the gas sample. All samples were taken between late May and early August in all
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three years, referred to hereafter as the growing season. Gas samples were transported to
Carleton University where CO2 and CH4 concentrations were measured on a gas
chromatograph (CP 3800, Varian, CA). The operational details of the gas chromatograph
(GC) are described in Wilson and Humphreys [2010]. Transport and storage of the CH4
samples prior to analysis does not appear to affect the concentration measurements using
this method [Wilson and Humphreys, 2010].
Barometric pressure was recorded at a weather station (Figure 3.1) and an estimate
of chamber temperature was taken from the thermocouple at each collar buried 0.02 m
below the surface to calculate air density. The chamber area and volume (adjusted for the
different collar heights and standing water heights above the surface) were then used with
air density to define a linear regression equation, the slope of which results in the surface
gas flux (in units of nmol CH4 m-2 s-1) [Wilson and Humphreys, 2010]. All calculations and
statistical analyses were carried out with MATLAB 2015 (Mathworks Inc., Massachusetts,
USA). At the time chamber flux measurements were made, soil temperatures were
recorded from the buried thermocouples. A portable soil water sensor that integrated over
the upper 0.2 m of soil (Hydrosense, Campbell Scientific Inc., Utah, USA) was used to
measure volumetric water content of the soil at three locations surrounding each of the
collars. When there was standing water over 0.05 m deep, no manual soil water
measurements were made. In those cases, the soil moisture was estimated at 87% (a rough
estimate of saturated conditions based on an average bulk density of 0.28 g cm-3).
The R2 coefficient from the liner regression in the flux calculation is not suitable as
a quality control metric by itself [Lai et al., 2012]. For example, when the flux approached
zero, the slope also approached zero and the R2 became a poor indicator of accuracy.
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Despite this, 16% of the fluxes had an R2 over 0.9 and 28% over 0.8. Instead of the typical
R2 filtering [Lai et al., 2012], quality control of the data was done by a visual inspection of
each time series used to calculate the fluxes. Any flux measurement which had a distinctly
non-monotonic or non-linear trend due to individual data point anomalies were removed
from further analysis (6.38%, 12.29%, 11.22% of the flux measurements in 2013, 2014 and
2014, respectively). These fluxes occurred when the concentration time series included
‘dropouts’ (sudden non-linear decrease in concentration) or ‘spikes’ (sudden non-linear
jump in concentration) and represented fluxes from a leaking chamber or an ebullition
event [Tokida et al., 2007].
Along the elevation and soil moisture gradient sampled using the collars installed
in 2015, REDOX potential was measured every 15 min with nine HYPNOS III data loggers
and platinum probes [Vorenhout et al., 2011] (see section 2.6.2 for probe details). The
probes and temperature sensors were installed in sets of four every 0.2 m within 8 fiberglass
rods (n = 32 probes and sensors). No pH correction was applied to probe measurements
because pore water was circumneutral and stable throughout the season. During summer
2015, the mean pH was 7.1 ± 0.4 (± SD) as determined using weekly measurements at a
nearby pore water sampling well that integrates the water from ~1 m depth to the surface.
Early spring (May 20th) had the largest discrepancy between the well and surface water
measurement locations, with the surface water at a pH of 7.6 and the well water at 6.2. By
early July the two sampling locations had almost converged at neutral, with a slightly
higher pH in the surface water (~7.4 vs 6.9).
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Figure 3.2: Example of a plot with a collar pair in the wetland area illustrating a collar excluding vegetation (on the left) and a vegetated
collar (right), surface PRS probes (orange and purple tabs with orange flagging tape, locations outside the collar are marked with circles).
The permanent soil thermocouple profile post is marked by an ‘X’. This plot is from the lowland unsaturated category (bottom of the
eastern most boardwalk, Figure 3.1) and was taken on July 3rd 2015.
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Within each gas flux measurement plot, three replicates of PRS probes (Section
2.5.2) were installed at a depth of 0.1 m (shallow) and 0.2 m (deep) to measure ion flux
outside the collars. PRS probes adsorb ions on ion exchange membranes typically used to
identify nutrients available for plant uptake [Qian and Schoenau, 2002]. PRS probes
provide a time average of the conditions within the substrate compared to the more
common point-in-time measurements of soil extractions, making the PRS probes a better
reflection of the interactions between microbial activity and REDOX conditions in the soil.
The probes were buried for 28 days, (~ one month) with three consecutive burial periods
monitored each year starting on the day 149, 146 and 146 for 2013, 2014, and 2015,
respectively. For simplicity, since the midpoint of each of these three one-month burial
periods corresponds roughly to the start of June, July and August, results from each period
were referred to as the result from those months (i.e. the July ion flux 2015 is the moles of
ions absorbed by the PRS probes period between 174th and 202nd day of the year). A typical
plot with collars, PRS probes and thermocouples is shown in Figure 3.2.
Temporal trends in the PRS probe ion data were assessed using Spearman rank
correlations of three different temporal groupings of the data. First, the ion flux data were
binned into categories one to nine, representing each of the three months across three years
of measurements (for example, June of the third year was categorized as seven). Second,
the data were binned into three categories corresponding to the three months of
measurements each year, regardless of year, to remove the inter-annual trends. Finally, the
data were binned by year, regardless of the collection month, to remove the
monthly/seasonal trends. This allowed some quantification of the seasonal trends relative
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to the inter-annual trends in all three groups (upland and the saturated and unsaturated
lowland).
Using data from only the nine plots with REDOX probes, a principal component
analysis (PCA) was performed on the standardized measurements (z-scores) of ion fluxes
from the PRS probes buried at 0.2 m depth. Ion fluxes are known to be sensitive to REDOX
reactions in soils (NH4+, Mn2+, Fe2+, and SO42-). The leading two principal components
were correlated to the average 0.2 m REDOX measurement and the average natural
logarithm transformed CH4 flux (to account for the positive skew in the CH4 flux data) for
the same burial period. This enables a measure of the relationship between ion mobility
(based on PRS values) and REDOX potential. Before transforming, fluxes were increased
by the absolute value of the minimum flux observed in the study (-0.13 mg m-2 h-1) to avoid
complex numbers which occur from log transforming negative numbers. Pearson
correlation was also used to assess any linear relationships between the transformed CH4
flux and soil moisture and 0.02 m soil temperature. Individual Pearson correlations were
calculated between the mean burial period transformed CH4 flux and the individual ion
flux as well. This was done for each of the ions in the three PRS probe groups surrounding
each gas sampling location (inside, shallow and deep).
Significant effects of the presence of vegetation and standing water on CH4 fluxes
were evaluated using a linear mixed effect model:
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖

3.1

where Vegetated and Saturated were binary vectors indicating if the measurement came
from a vegetated plot, or a saturated plot, respectively. β is the slope of the fixed effect, ε
is the random effect of each sampling location, and α is your intercept. Mixed effect models
were used to control for issues around repeated measures (random effects) from the same
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plots over the study period. An independent but similar model was constructed to detect
significant effects of depth and standing water on PRS ion fluxes and REDOX potentials;
the Vegetated variable was replaced with the binary vector deep, which represents whether
the REDOX or PRS measurement came from the deeper or shallow probe. Thus, the
models’ estimated parameter was the maximum likelihood of the average effect of
saturation, vegetation or depth on the flux, and the random effects (i.e. site differences)
were not included in the models’ pooled estimates for those average effects.
3.4

Results
The three growing seasons (1 May through 31 September) were warmer and wetter

than the long-term average for Fort McMurray, AB. The average air temperatures recorded
at 3 m above the lowland were 16.4, 15.3, and 15.3ºC and total rainfall was 375.1, 299.1,
and 231.3 mm for the 2013, 2014, and 2015 growing seasons, respectively. The 1981-2010
climate normal for this period was 13.3ºC and 211.1 mm at a nearby weather station [Fort
McMurray Airport; 48 km from study area; Environment and Climate Change Canada,
2016]. Over the three-year study period, the upland plot soils were drier and slightly
warmer than the lowland plots with an average volumetric soil moisture of 34.7%
compared to the 57.5% in the lowland (Table 3-2). There were only subtle differences in
annual growing season temperatures at the plot-level (Table 3-2).
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Table 3-2: Soil and CH4 flux characteristics of the three location groups. The standard
deviation from the mean is reported in brackets. Dominant vegetation is the most common
plant type among the vegetated collars (by % cover).
Lowland –
Submerged

Lowland –
Unsubmerged

Upland –
Unsubmerged

2013

7

4

6

2014

7

4

12

2015

9

13

12

Median CH4 Flux

2013

0.00 (±0.10)

0.00 (±0.84)

0.00 (±0.88)

(mg m h )

2014

0.02 (±0.97)

0.00 (±0.11)

-0.01 (±0.07)

2015

0.05 (±0.28)

0.02 (±0.16)

0.01 (±0.20)

Maximum CH4 Flux

2013

0.68

6.64

0.14

(mg m-2 h-1)

2014

7.07

0.76

0.44

Number
of Plots*

-2

-1

2015

2.14

1.52

2.13

Proportion of time
ebullition / CH4
emissions > 0.5 mg m-2
h-1 were detected

2013

10.0%/2.14%

7.94%/0.00%

1.59%/0.00%

2014

21.43%/2.04%

14.46%/0.00%

7.69%/0.00%

2015

26.63%/6.52%

5.42%/1.44%

6.30%/0.74%

Mean 0-0.2 m
volumetric soil moisture
(%, ±1 SD)1

2013

87.0 (±0.0)

66.2 (±23.7)

55.1 (±34.6)

2014

87.0 (±0.0)

54.2 (±12.7)

34.5 (±21.4)

2015

87.0 (±0.0)

59.2 (±9.7)

29.3 (±20.4)

Mean 0.02 m Soil
Temperature
(ºC, ±1 SD)

2013

19.2 (±9.3)

17.8 (±9.1)

20.7 (±10.3)

2014

19.0 (±5.6)

14.0 (±7.7)

19.3 (±6.0)

2015

14.6 (±7.6)

16.4 (±7.1)

17.1 (±6.8)

Mean mobile sulphur
flux from PRS probes
(µg of S m-2 month-1)

2013

1242.8 (±93.2)

1248.5(±247.6)

828.3 (±534.1)

2014

696.3 (±385.2)

1321.0(±124.3)

873.0 (±397.0)

2015

606.0 (±277.0)

1240.0 (±238.5)

907.4 (±423.2)

2013

114

76

126

2014
2015

104
156

80
240

258
270

2013

Sedges, grasses

Grasses, sedges, shrubs

Grasses, herbs, shrubs

2014

Cattails, sedges,
rushes

Grasses, sedges, herbs,
shrubs, rushes, cattails

Grasses,
herbs, shrubs

2015

Cattails, sedges,
rushes

Grasses, sedges, herbs,
shrubs, rushes, cattails

Grasses, herbs, shrubs

Number of chamber
measurements

Dominant plant types
within the vegetated
collars
*

As the water table declined, plots were reclassified as unsubmerged in the lowland at the time of sampling.

Therefore, the sum of the groups each year exceed the number of chambers reported in the text for that year.
1

When standing water was observed, soil moisture was not measured and the volumetric soil moisture was

set to 87%. The depth of standing water varied from 0.03 m to 0.33 m at the submerged plots.
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3.4.1

Spatial and temporal relationships in the SFW
During each growing season, CH4 emissions were generally very low, with annual

median values less than 0.06 mg m-2 h-1 at all plots. The greatest fluxes were from the
saturated plots in August of 2015 (Figure 3.3), which ranged from -0.05 to 2.14 mg m-2 h1

. The median CH4 flux was higher for the lowland plots, particularly the submerged plots,

and the largest maximum fluxes were generally at these locations.
The proportion of measurements where substantive CH4 emissions were detected
in the chambers increased for the submerged plots over the study period (Table 3-2).
Substantial CH4 emissions were subjectively defined as periods flagged as an ebullition
event or when fluxes were greater than 8.65 nmol m-2 s-1 (i.e. 0.5 mg m-2 h-1). This value
is equivalent to ten times the maximum CH4 uptake rate observed at this site, which is also
in the upper range of average uptake rates observed in grassland and forest soils around the
world [Yu et al. 2017]. Among all three groups and years, the 2015 submerged plots had
the highest proportion of substantial CH4 emissions, in 83 of the 156 measurements.
Vegetated collars had a higher median CH4 flux, particularly in the saturated plots than
plots with vegetation excluded (Figure 3.3). Furthermore, in the vegetated collars within
the saturated plots there was a positive trend over time, both within the growing season and
inter-annually.
In the saturated water conditions of the lowland the rates of metal ion adsorption
were greatest and mobile S was the lowest (Figure 3.4). The ion with the strongest absolute
temporal trend in adsorption was S (Table 3-3), with most of that likely SO42- [Geer and
Schoenau, 1994]. In the saturated plots, mobile S negatively correlated to all time steps,
but the greatest Spearman rank coefficient was for the combined seasonal and annual index
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Table 3-3: Spearman rank correlation for each ion for the three landscape groups. Ion availability for each landscape group was
categorized into chronological order (1-9 for the three burial periods over three years, ‘Combined’), seasonal order regardless of year
(1-3, ‘Seasonal’), and annual order regardless of season (1-3, ‘Annual’). Bold values are significant at α = 0.01. Greatest correlation for
all categories is shaded in black. Greatest correlation within each group is shaded in grey.

Shallow
Deep
Shallow
Deep
Shallow
Deep
Shallow
Deep
Shallow
Deep
Shallow
Deep

Ion
Mn2+
Mn2+
Fe2+
Fe2+
S
S
TN
TN
NO3NO3NH4+
NH4+

Lowland saturated
Lowland unsaturated
Upland
Combined Seasonal Annual Combined Seasonal Annual Combined Seasonal Annual
-0.11
0.26
0.22
0.21
-0.21
-0.29
-0.35
-0.32
-0.23
0.07
0.54
0.17
0.52
0.49
0.50
-0.27
-0.29
-0.17
0.47
0.06
-0.01
0.08
0.48
0.37
0.26
0.29
-0.26
0.07
0.10
0.64
0.34
0.60
0.54
0.26
0.52
-0.16
0.03
-0.02
-0.08
0.05
-0.64
-0.45
-0.54
-0.31
0.15
-0.08
0.03
-0.74
-0.32
-0.71
-0.43
-0.48
-0.25
-0.20
-0.10
0.04
-0.19
-0.19
-0.33
-0.19
-0.22
-0.17
-0.19
-0.05
-0.09
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.28
-0.28
-0.25
-0.25
-0.30
-0.10
-0.08
-0.06
-0.04
-0.36
-0.36
-0.26
-0.35
-0.14
-0.05
-0.04
-0.26
-0.35
-0.27
-0.22
-0.15
-0.13
0.15
-0.14
0.19
0.18
0.17
-0.16
-0.33
0.43
-0.54
0.08
0.21
0.25
0.16
0.21
0.38
-0.37
0.31
-0.50
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at 0.25 m depth (Table 3-3). This suggests that mobile forms of sulphur are cycling out of
the system. The saturated plots had the largest annual decrease in mobile S availability with
a 45% decline from 2013 to 2014 and a 10% decline from 2014 to 2015 (Figure 3.4).
Correspondingly, Mn2+, Fe2+ and NH4+ ion availability significantly increased over time at
the saturated plots (Table 3-3).
3.4.2

Spatial and temporal relationships along a moisture gradient in the lowland
REDOX probes were used to directly assess REDOX potential conditions along a

moisture gradient in the lowland in 2015. Along this gradient, plots were classified as
saturated and unsaturated, and as expected CH4 emissions were higher in the saturated plots
than unsaturated (Figure 3.5). Methane emissions were also higher in vegetated plots than
in plots with vegetation excluded. Using mixed effect modelling, and controlling for
sampling location as a random effect, CH4 emissions were 0.17 ± 0.04 mg m-2 h-1 greater
in saturated plots than unsaturated and 0.11 ± 0.03 mg m-2 h-1 greater in vegetated collars
than collars without vegetation over the entire growing season (Table 3-4 shows just the
August period, when CH4 emission was greatest). When CH4 emissions were greatest in
the saturated plots, both REDOX potential and the ion fluxes reflected reduced conditions
(high fluxes of mobile Mn2+ and Fe2+, low fluxes of mobile S; Figure 3.5).
Quantifying the effects of depth and saturation conditions on these ions fluxes and
REDOX potentials with mixed modelling over the whole growing season yielded the
following results (August data only in Table 3-4). For all lowland plots in 2015, the average
Mn2+ fluxes were 12.0 ± 2.2 µg 10 cm-2 month-1 higher in saturated conditions, and 4.7 ±
1.0 µg 10 m-2 month-1 higher for the deeper (0.2 m) probes. Fe2+ fluxes were 179 ± 32 µg
10 m-2 month-1 higher in saturated conditions and 55 ± 15 µg 10 m-2 month-1 higher in the
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Figure 3.5: CH4 fluxes (top panel), ion availability measured with PRS ion exchange resins (middle panels) and the REDOX potential (bottom panel)
measured every 15 min at 0.2 m and 0.4 m over the burial period in the lowland moisture gradient plots August 2015. Boxplots represent the
interquartile range, with whiskers as 95% and lines representing the median for the nine plots (n = 4 for the saturated category, n = 5 for the
unsaturated category).
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Table 3-4: Results of individual linear mixed effects (CH4 emission, ion fluxes and REDOX potential) models for August 2015 using
observations from the nine plots containing REDOX probes, as plotted in Figure 3.5. Values are reported as the mean effect ± the
standard deviation (p-value). Bold values indicate effects significantly different from zero at the α = 0.05 level. Vegetation effects are
only for the CH4 emissions. Plot effect is the standard deviation of the random effects from each plot.
Fixed Effects

Random Effects

Response
Variable
CH4

F-value
0.84

Saturated
0.53 ± 0.10 (2.0x10-6) mg m-2 h-1

Depth, or
Vegetation
0.19 ± 0.09 (0.03) mg m-2 h-1

Intercept
-0.09 ± 0.07 mg m-2 h-1

Plot Effect (SD)
1.5x10-5 mg m-2 h-1

Mn2+

3.12

12 ± 3 (0.001) µg 10 cm-2 month-1

6.6 ± 1.1 (1.2x10-5) µg 10 cm-2 month-1

1.2 ± 2.1 µg 10 cm-2 month-1

4.8 µg 10 cm-2 month-1

Fe2+

2.99

199 ± 45 (3.5x10-4) µg 10 cm-2 month-1

61 ± 28 (0.04) µg 10 m-2 cmonth-1

39 ± 32 µg 10 cm-2 month-1

54 µg 10 cm-2 month-1

S

3.8

-542 ± 123 (3.9x10-4) µg 10 cm-2 month-1

-95 ± 53 (0.09) µg 10 m-2 cmonth-1

1229 ± 82 µg 10 cm-2 month-1

171 µg 10 cm-2 month-1

REDOX

0.42

-122 ± 33 (1.9x10-4) mV

-65 ± 1 (<1.0x10-38) mV

-1 ± 22 mV

49 mV
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deeper probes. Mobile S fluxes were 532 ± 71 µg 10 m-2 month-1 lower in the saturated
plots, but there was no significant difference between depths for mobile S fluxes. The
REDOX probes showed an average decrease of 122 mV ± 33 (hydrogen standard) with
saturated conditions and a decrease of 65 mV ± 33 from 0.2 m to 0.4 m deep (Table 3-4).
The PCA showed that the leading component increased when NH4+ and metal
fluxes increase and mobile S decreases. Together, the leading two components of the PCA
explained 77.3% of the variability in ion availability for the deep probes (with 58.4%
explained by the first component) for the nine plots with REDOX potential measurements.
All ions loaded relatively evenly in magnitude on the leading component (PC1; Table 35). The second component was loaded primarily on NH4+ and mobile S, although in
opposite directions. Although the negative sign of the correlation coefficient between PC1
and the REDOX potential intuitively matched what would be expected for a REDOX
gradient (R = -0.28), it was not significantly different from zero (p = 0.166). This is likely
because of the limited data available with the REDOX probes (only 9 plots in 2015).
However, PC1 did have a significant correlation of 0.295 (p < 0.001) with transformed
CH4 fluxes from the same plot, which indicated that increasing CH4 emissions were related
to decreasing mobile S and increasing Mn2+, Fe2+ and NH4+ availability.
The explanatory power of the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients
between the average monthly natural logarithm transformed CH4 flux and ion availability
was limited (Table 3-6). Spatial and temporal variations in Fe2+ fluxes were best correlated
with CH4 emissions (0.43 with the ions in the shallow probes), but overall ion fluxes from
the PRS probes were poorly correlated with CH4 fluxes. The ion fluxes from the shallow
PRS probes were better correlated to CH4 fluxes than the deep probes. Weak, but
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Table 3-5: PCA loadings and Pearson correlations with REDOX potential and CH4 flux (pvalues given in parentheses). Methane fluxes were averaged over the same one-month
periods the PRS probes were buried, n = 27. Bold numbers indicate significant correlations
at α = 0.05.
PC loadings:
Ion
PC1
+
NH4
0.41
2+
Mn
0.54
2+
Fe
0.58
S
-0.45

PC2
0.76
0.1
-0.15
-0.62

Pearson correlations:
Predictor
PC1
REDOX 0.2 m -0.275 (0.166)
REDOX 0.4 m -0.06 (0.767)
ln(CH4 flux)
0.295 (<0.001)

PC2
0.254 (0.201)
-0.025 (0.901)
0.187 (0.016)

Table 3-6: Pearson correlation coefficients between natural logarithm transformed CH4
fluxes and Plant Root Simulator (PRS) ion exchange resin ion availabilities from three
locations around the gas chamber plots as well as CH4 flux correlations to site conditions
(temperature and soil moisture). Methane fluxes were averaged over the same one-month
periods the PRS probes were buried, n = 18. Deep probes were buried outside the collars
at 0.25 m, shallow probes were buried at 0.1 m. Bold indicates significance of α = 0.05.
Correlation between natural logarithm transformed CH4 and soil moisture was 0.14 but
CH4 was not significantly related to temperature (R = -0.04).
Ion
NO3
NH4+
Mn2+
Fe2+
S

PRS Probe Location
Deep
Shallow
-0.24
-0.26
0.18
0.28
0.21
0.38
0.35
0.43
-0.12
0.05
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significant, correlations were also found between CH4 fluxes and soil moisture (Table 3-6),
whereas no significant relationship was found for temperature.
3.5

Discussion
Carbon cycling processes in constructed boreal plains lowlands are not yet well

understood as these ecosystems have only existed for a few years. This study shows that
CH4 fluxes in one of the first two constructed boreal plains lowlands, the SFW, are very
low. Methane emissions typically increase with increasing water table position within
peatlands [Moore et al., 2011] and among peatlands [Lai, 2009], and also tend to increase
when drained peatlands are restored by flooding (Table 3-1). However, CH4 emissions in
the present study unexpectedly remained very low over the three years despite the
establishment of a high water table in the lowland areas of the SFW. Peak CH4 fluxes from
this system are 6 – 30% of the values published from other studies on rewetted peatlands
(Figure 3.3, Table 3-1). The fluxes observed in this study are instead similar to those
reported from the other constructed wetland in the Alberta Oil Sands region (median CH4
emissions below 0.08 mg m-2 h-1) [Murray et al., 2017]. These results suggest that although
the CH4 emissions from the SFW are dissimilar from natural wetland systems, the REDOX
potentials are low enough to deplete alternative electron acceptors from the substrate, and
thus may be favourable to peat formation.
Over the three-year study period, the only plots that showed increasing trends in CH4
emissions over time were vegetated plots with standing water above the soil surface. The
vegetation at these plots was primarily Carex aquatilis, and Typha latifolia, species with
aerenchymatous tissues that enable plant-mediated transport of CH4 to the surface. These
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species have been reported in the peatland restoration literature to promote CH4 emissions
[Wilson et al., 2009; Mahmood and Strack, 2011].
In natural peatlands, the spatial variability in CH4 emissions is often associated with
spatial variation in water table, temperature, vegetation, and REDOX potential. The low
rates of CH4 emissions found here occurred despite abundant vegetation with
aerenchymatous tissues and high water tables across a wide range of temperatures.
Therefore, it is probable that there was limited microbial production of CH4 in this wetland.
Methanogens, CH4-producing microorganisms, are obligate anaerobes and an
abundance of alternative electron acceptors promote microbial communities that can
outcompete methanogens. This effect has been described using the conceptual framework
of the REDOX ‘ladder’ (Section 2.3). Simply, a pristine aquifer contains distinct zones of
the dominant alternative electron acceptor used in metabolic activity as reduction potentials
decrease [Lovley et al., 1994] . The sequence starts with the reduction of oxidized nitrogen,
until it is consumed, then oxidized metals and sulphur, finally with the production of CH4
(typically through the reduction of CO2 or acetate). In some fen peatlands, drought
conditions have been shown to increase alternative electron acceptor abundance and
suppress CH4 production [Estop-Aragonés et al., 2013]. In incubation studies,
methanogens can be outcompeted by both metal reducing bacteria (MRB) [Achtnich et al.,
1995; Miller et al., 2015] and by sulphur reducing bacteria (SRB) [Lovley and Klug, 1983;
Kuivila et al., 1989; Achtnich et al., 1995; Peters and Conrad, 1995; Akunna et al., 1998;
Watson and Nedwell, 1998; Granberg et al., 2001; Gauci and Chapman, 2006]. Although
the community dynamics between MRB, SRB and methanogens is complex [Bethke et al.,
2011], interactions among these organisms often leads to the suppression of methanogenic
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activity since microbial communities are competing for H2 and acetate, which
methanogenic microbes require exclusively for their metabolism.
Within the plots with REDOX probes, the largest CH4 fluxes were observed where
reduction potentials at both 0.2 and 0.4 m below the surface were close to hydrogen
standards of -200 mV; potentials known to be favourable for methanogenesis [Akunna et
al., 1998]. At these potentials, the reduced metal ions fluxes were greatest and mobile S,
likely oxidized SO42-, fluxes were lowest (Figure 3.5). Therefore, it is possible that the
plots with greater PRS probe adsorption rates of mobile S have conditions where active
communities of SRB and MRB were limiting methanogen activity and resulting in the low
emissions of CH4.
Similarly, CH4 emissions were significantly correlated to the leading principal
component of REDOX sensitive ions, which captured 58.4% of the total ion variability and
loaded evenly across all ions. The loadings on the PC1 and the positive correlation with
CH4 emissions indicate that as CH4 emissions increased, there were fewer alternative
electron acceptors (i.e. the conditions became more reduced). Christiansen et al. [2016]
also concluded that the transport of Fe2+ measured with PRS probes was highest in
conditions which promoted greater CH4 fluxes. Some of this relationship may come about
because wetter soils increase the transport of ions and thus the probability of the ions
passing over the PRS probes. For example, Wood et al. [2015] found that PRS measured
Mn2+, Fe2+ and S flux variability was greatest when the volumetric moisture content was
highest, and therefore transport was greatest, in three natural sites from the same region as
this study. However, if increased transport was the driving force of the observed variability
in this study, all abundant ions should increase. Here, mobile S fluxes decreased in the
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saturated soils where reduced metal ions were increasing and where CH4 emissions were
greatest. Similarly, Wood et al [2015] interpreted the change in REDOX sensitive ion
fluxes from PRS probes to reflect the change in availability not simply mobility. The
loading of mobile S flux on PC1 was almost equal to the other ions, but was negative (Table
3-5), suggesting that the leading mode of variability in the ion flux data had an opposite
relationship between the reduced and oxidized ions. This suggests that reduction potential
is the mechanism supporting methanogenesis at this site as opposed to increased ion
transport. Negative correlations between time and mobile S and NO3-, while positive
correlations between time and reduced metals and NH4+ provide additional evidence that
alternative electron acceptors are being consumed over time (Table 3-3). The results
presented here are comparable to a study by Kreiling et al. [2015] who found an increase
in PRS-adsorbed Mn2+ and Fe2+ along with a decrease in mobile S with increasing flood
frequency within the Mississippi River floodplain. They attributed these changes in ion
adsorption to decreasing REDOX potentials, although they did not analyze CH4 emissions
for comparison to the results here.
Although there is evidence that soil ion fluxes reflect soil REDOX conditions as
described by the REDOX ladder (Section 2.3), correlations between ion fluxes and CH4
emissions were still quite low. The low correlations may be due in part to the complexity
associated with electron acceptor abundance and CH4 production. In one study,
methanogen communities were documented to become better competitors, relative to
MRB, for scarce resources in Arctic tundra soils with increasing temperatures at higher
REDOX potentials [Herndon et al., 2015]. Further, Granberg et al. [2001] demonstrated
that vegetation, rapid temperature shifts, and N and S deposition all had significant
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dependent effects on CH4 fluxes. Granberg et al. [2001] demonstrated that the interaction
terms showed these variables were as large as, and sometimes inverse to, the effects found
for each variable correlating with CH4 fluxes alone. The effects of elemental deposition,
vegetation dynamics and temperature variability identified in their study are attributed to a
large degree of complexity in the biogeochemistry of the wetland system that that may not
yet be affecting the SFW. There is also evidence suggesting that humic substances, such as
the peat used in the construction of the SFW, can suppress CH4 production, even in the
absence of other alternative electron acceptors [Blodau and Deppe, 2012]. Conversely, in
the swamp ecosystems of the Florida Everglades, CH4 production was shown to increase
at times when agricultural runoff was high and a greater abundance of alternative electron
acceptors would be expected [Holmes et al., 2013].
The assemblage of anaerobic microbes that are thermodynamically favoured in a
soil also varies with pH since the Gibbs energies of some alternative electron accepting
metabolic process, but not others, vary with hydrogen ion concentration [Bethke et al.,
2011; Flynn et al., 2014]. Bethke et al. [2011] concluded that at neutral pH, the Gibbs
energies of the major metabolic pathways of iron reduction, sulphate reduction, and
methanogenesis all converged. This contradicts the competitive exclusion concept of the
REDOX ‘ladder’. For example, Kreiling et al. [2015] found that the precipitate between
Fe3+ and H2PO4- lead to non-linear trends in the ion flux despite increased time spent in
anoxic conditions because the precipitate removed waste products and maintained the
system’s relative abundance of oxidized iron favourable for forward reactions within iron
reducing metabolic pathways. Microsites also affect CH4 production, with pore spacing
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directly affecting the quantity of anoxic microsites in regions transitioning away from
saturated conditions [Sey et al., 2008].
Soil salinity may also have impacted the CH4 emissions from this wetland, since it
was constructed on top of mine tailings; in 2015, electrical conductivity was 2163 ± 248
µS cm.-1 Although the effects of salinity on CH4 production are not well understood,
Poffenbarger et al. [2011] reviewed the literature and found only polyhaline wetlands (18
ppt or ~24000 µS cm-1) had suppressed CH4 emissions. In this constructed wetland the
dominant form of cation is Ca2+ not Na+ and thus, it is impossible to say what effect this
may have on the microbes.
All of this suggests that despite the control arising from studying a constructed
environment, a number of other environmental factors influence CH4 emissions and could
account for the low correlations between CH4 emissions and REDOX potential.
Nevertheless, that all three reduction-sensitive ions declined in the saturated plots while CH4
increased over the three years supports the argument that CH4 production was suppressed by
an abundance of alternative electron acceptors. Methane emissions from the SFW are likely
to increase in the future, if the trends in the abundance of electron acceptors continue. Before
wetting, high concentrations of total S and available S in the peat mix were similar to an
undisturbed fen in Alberta as reported by Chagué-Goff et al. [1996]. Such high
concentrations of S occur when the groundwater that supplies the fen passes though shale
deposits containing coal or oil. Because Alberta is rich in both types of deposits, extreme rich
fens are not uncommon in the region. However, due to the abrupt change in environmental
conditions acting on the salvaged peat when it was placed within the SFW and subsequently
flooded, the mobile S appears to be cycling out of the anoxic regions of this system. In the
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future, SO42- may be replenished from the gypsum within the tailings below the ecosystem,
however there is no indication that the upward vertical transport of salts from the tailing
sands is occurring at a rate to offset the current decline in SO42- fluxes.
The biogeochemical cycling in the wetland described here reflects the influence of
the donor ecosystem that supplied the peat and soil substrates. While the synthesis of
knowledge that led to construction of this ecosystem allows for more knowledge about the
environmental conditions within the system, compared to a naturally formed ecosystem,
microsite conditions are still very difficult to determine at the level Bethke et al. [2011]
argue are needed to explain anaerobic microbial community dynamics on a thermodynamic
basis.
3.6

Conclusions
Methane emissions from a newly constructed wetland remained relatively low in the first

three years since wetting in comparison to natural and restored peatlands in the boreal region.
Changes in ion adsorption rates on buried resins (PRS probes) were related to decreasing
REDOX potentials and were used to support the argument that methanogen activity may be
competitively suppressed. The findings of this research indicate that the design of the SFW
promotes highly reduced soils in the lowlands, with limited CH4 production. This is significant
for the SFW to promote the REDOX conditions necessary for long term C accumulation. If
microbial dynamics are indeed driving the loss of mobile S, and concentrations continue
to drop into the future, PRS probes may be a useful tool to evaluate REDOX status in other
wetlands.
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Chapter 4: Spatial variation in evapotranspiration in the lowland of the
Sandhill Fen Watershed
4.1

Introduction
It is a significant engineering challenge to construct an ecosystem with a high

enough water table to promote peat accumulation but low enough to promote the
development of hydrophytic plant species while also limiting vertical transport of processaffected waters to the surface. The watersheds constructed in the Western Boreal Plains
(WBP) around Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada must also balance the need to retain water
in necessary quantities to support upstream and wetland vegetation while providing
sufficient water for downstream ecosystems. The arid climate of the WBP, where typically
the annual potential for evaporation exceeds the annual precipitation [Devito et al., 2012],
exacerbates the challenge of obtaining this balance. Furthermore, excessive drying of the
constructed lowlands could increase rates of decomposition and limit the potential for
newly constructed lowlands to develop into peat-forming wetlands [Quinty and Rochefort,
2003]. Quantifying how and why ET varies over time and space as the constructed wetland
matures is relevant for future landscape designs that aim to achieve a pre-disturbance land
capability.
In the literature, there is much debate regarding whether wetland vegetation can
transpire more than what evaporates from a shallow pool of water. Some authors suggest
the rates are equivalent [e.g. Penman, 1963], some state that open water must evaporate
more than vegetation transpires [e.g. Van Der Weert and Kamerling, 1974], while others
argue the opposite [e.g. Gavin and Agnew, 2000]. A recent exploration of this debate found
that the difference can be physically modelled through the concept of aerodynamic and
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canopy resistance [Mohamed et al., 2012]. These surface resistances define how physical
and biological properties of the surface can influence energy and mass transfer between the
surface and the atmosphere [Monteith, 1965]. The resistance modelling demonstrates how
either a surface of open water or one with dense vegetation can evaporate more than the
other surface depending on micrometeorological conditions [Mohamed et al., 2012].
Generally, vegetation increases the surface roughness and lowers aerodynamic resistance.
As a result, the leaf surfaces in a canopy are more strongly coupled to the boundary layer
conditions than the relatively smooth surface of an open pool. When plants are not waterlimited, canopy resistance is typically small because of lower physiological constraints on
transpiration [Mohamed et al., 2012]. Conversely, open water has no canopy resistance,
since it has no biological mechanisms that limit water loss. Thus, in windy conditions, there
is generally more ET from the open water than from a vegetated canopy with low canopy
resistance (i.e. not moisture limited). In calmer conditions, ET is greater for the vegetated
canopy due to the greater coupling of the vegetation surface to turbulent eddies that move
moist air away from the canopy and maintain the atmospheric demand for water vapour at
the leaf surface [Mohamed et al., 2012]. Although these situations depend greatly on the
size of patches and the development of internal boundary layers [Järvi et al., 2009], as well
as the heat storage potential of the water body [Hostetler and Bartlein, 1990], the results
of the resistance study imply that as the vegetation abundance increases and open water
pool area decreases at the SFW, ET should also increase if the canopy resistance remains
low.
This study used the EC technique to measure ET from a post-mining constructed
wetland in Alberta. Flux footprints, estimates of the upwind source area, were used to
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analyze the spatial variability of ET fluxes. This study aims to detect differences in the
surface-atmosphere exchanges between different surface covers to better understand the
ET losses from a developing constructed wetland. It was hypothesized that ET will be
greater from the areas of the lowland vegetated with closed canopies of Carex and Typha
spp. than from the sparsely vegetated/open water pool areas due to the increased
aerodynamic resistance over the open water.
4.2

Methods
Four months (June-September 2015) of ET measurements from the SFW lowland,

were examined in this study. Evapotranspiration was derived from latent heat measured
using the EC technique (see Chapter 2.7.3). The EC system consisted of a closed path LI7200 infrared gas analyzer (LI-COR industries, Lincoln, NE) and a CSAT3 sonic
anemometer (Campbell Scientific Inc, Logan, UT) mounted 2.9 m above the surface. The
standing water directly below the lowland EC tower was on average 0.3 m above the soil
surface with vegetation cover ranging from open pools to a fully closed wetland canopy of
primarily C. aquatilis, C. utriculata and T. latifolia [Vitt et al., 2016]. The tallest species
around the EC tower was T. latifolia, which reached an average height of 0.7 m above the
surface by mid-July, resulting in an effective measurement height of 2.2 m during the year
of analysis. After the processing steps described in Section 2.6.3 and Appendix A, 72.5%
of the half-hourly data were retained. Latent heat fluxes (W m-2) were converted to ET
(mm) for every 30-minute flux using the latent heat of vaporization computed with air
temperature from the nearby weather station. The weather station was 5.2 m away from the
EC tower and recorded incoming and outgoing longwave and shortwave radiation,
temperature and humidity at the height of 2 m.
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For some calculations, daily aggregated or mean fluxes were needed. Where daily
fluxes were reported, gaps of 4 hours or less in sensible heat (H) or ET fluxes were
interpolated with a linear regression to increase the number of days with full data. Any
days with missing sonic anemometer data or gaps in H or ET fluxes larger than 4 hours
were removed from analyses requiring daily fluxes. For this analysis, 67.9% of the daily
data for the June to Sept growing period were retained.
The image used to classify the surface into vegetated areas and open water pools
was acquired by the Worldview-3 satellite and was captured on 28 July 2015 (Figure 4.1).
The image was georectified using surveyed locations and had a pixel size of 0.29 m. The
Normalized Differential Vegetation Index (NDVI) was calculated from the red (630 - 690
nm) and the second near infrared (NIR2; 860 – 1040 nm) bands [Rouse et al., 1974]:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 =

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2

4.1

An NDVI value of ≥ 0.4 corresponded to field observations of dense vegetation canopies,

as verified by field notes and photographs from the boardwalk. The Normalized
Differential Water Index (NDWI) was calculated by the same equation using the blue band
(450-510 nm) instead of red, and values ≤ 0 corresponded to field observations of open
water. Two distinct groups were created on the image around the tower by the following
classification; areas of open water (NDWI > 0) and dense vegetation (NDVI > 0.4). Large
unclassified areas are also apparent and are indicative of sparse or low density vegetation
canopies.
Footprints were calculated with a two-dimensional parameterization for Fast
Footprint Prediction [FFP; Kljun et al., 2015]. The FFP was used to generate a probability
distribution for the surface defining the likelihood that the flux during a 30-minute period
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Figure 4.1: (a) Satellite image of the 40 000 m2 study area with the tower in the centre and surface classification overlays on a Worldview
2 image (red, blue, and green bands), captured 28 July 2015. X and Y-axis represent metres from the tower. Open water is identified by
blue pixels and dense vegetation with green pixels. (b) The footprint climatologies (as defined in Section 4.2) representing dense
vegetation (green), open water (blue) and unpartitioned (black) over the 2015 growing season (June 01 – Sept 30). Solid lines indicate
the 20% footprint and dashed lines indicate 80%.
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represents a specific land area upwind of the flux instruments. Kljun et al. [2015] found that
FFP is a robust estimate of the more computationally intensive backwards Lagrangian model
that is used to predict the path of a gas particle backwards through time from measurement
at a point above the surface [Kljun et al., 2002]. The boundary layer height over the study
site, needed for the FFP calculations, was the mean 20th-century reanalysis ensemble [Compo
et al., 2011] retrieved from NOAA-ESRL Physical Science Division, Boulder Colorado
[NOAA, 2018]. The output raster from the FFP was defined with the same geospatial
centroids and grid spacing as the pixels in the satellite imagery. Other variables required for
the FFP included mean wind speed, Obukhov length, the standard deviation of the lateral
wind speed, friction velocity, and wind direction, which were recorded or calculated directly
from the EC system measurements.
Following the methods in Crawford and Christian [2015], each 30-minute
probability surface created by the FFP function was multiplied for each surface type and
summed over the 400 m × 400 m study area. Numerically this is represented by the
following;
𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 =

200𝑚𝑚

�

200𝑚𝑚

�

𝑥𝑥=−200𝑚𝑚 𝑦𝑦=−200𝑚𝑚

𝛼𝛼(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)

4.2

where α is the probability surface value for each pixel, 𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛 is the n’th binary raster layer
representing one of two surface types, and 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 is the likely proportion of surface type 𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛

within the footprint for each i’th 30-minute block average. The sonic anemometer was at
x = 0 m and y = 0 m.
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Fluxes were ranked by the weighted proportion of surface type represented in each
associated 30-minute footprint. The top third of the fluxes for each surface type were
categorized as representative of that surface type, i.e. fluxes with rankings above the 66th
percentile from the whole season, only one 30-minute flux for the entire 4-month period
was placed in both categories and was removed from the analysis. In other words, 1/3 of
the flux measurements were categorized as representing dense vegetation, 1/3 of the flux
measurements were categorized as representing open water, and 1/3 were unclassified. This
method ensured equal sample depth between surface classifications. The open water
categorization was most common for fluxes with footprints extending to the west and east
since there was a small pool directly to the west of the sonic anemometer, a large pool 50
– 100 m farther to the west and open water all along the boardwalk running east-west
(Figure 4.1b). Fluxes representing dense vegetation were defined by surface exchanges
from the south, south-east and some to the north-west of the flux tower (Figure 4.1b). For
example, during the period 1500h to 1530h on 31 July, the wind came from 184° and the
30-minute weighted footprint contained 50.6% dense vegetation and 3.1% open water,
respectively and was therefore classified as representing the dense vegetation surface
(Figure 4.2). It should be emphasized that a footprint classification of open water or dense
vegetation was only relative, as all footprints included both surfaces. In the dense
vegetation category, fluxes had a minimum of 31.6% of the footprint classified as dense
vegetation. Fluxes had a minimum of 29.6% of the surface classified as open water in the
open water category.
For each category, open water and dense vegetation, an ET light response was
determined by independent regressions of ET against photosynthetically active radiation
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measured at the weather station (PAR, PQS1 Kipp & Zonen, Delft, The Netherlands).
Estimates of the growing season cumulative ET were calculated from the regression
coefficients from each category and the continuous measurement of PAR. The seasonal
cumulative un-partitioned ET was plotted as a reference. Unlike the rest of the data,
unpartitioned total seasonal ET was calculated from gap-filled data where the gaps in the
30-minute EC flux time series were filled by a gap-filling neural-network (see chapter 5
for details).
Monthly spatial patterns were assessed by computing the diurnal fluxes using data
representative of the two surfaces. As before, fluxes were ranked for proportion of each
surface type and categorized as above except done separately for each month instead of
pooling all fluxes for the entire growing season. Once categorized, the fluxes were binned
by 2-hour intervals (0-2 am, 2-4 am, etc.). The average daily ET and H for each month
from each surface category was calculated from the sum of the medians of each 2-hour bin.
The monthly average midday (11-14 h) canopy resistance, aerodynamic resistance, and the
sum of H+LE were computed for each surface category. The canopy and aerodynamic
resistance were determined by the methods described in Spank et al. [2016]. Bowen ratios,
as the ratio of H to LE, were calculated for each 30-minute flux. The average ‘decoupling
coefficient’ (Ω) [Jarvis and Mcnaughton, 1986] was also calculated for each midday period
since it reflects the interaction between aerodynamic and canopy conductances. The
decoupling coefficient defined in Jarvis and McNaughton [1986] is a factor varying from
zero to one which describes how linked ET is to the atmosphere and is defined by:
Ω=

1 + 𝜖𝜖

𝐺𝐺
1 + 𝜖𝜖 + 𝑎𝑎
𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐
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where, ϵ is the product of the slope of the saturation specific humidity and the latent heat
of vaporization divided by the specific heat capacity. Ga and Gc are the aerodynamic and
canopy conductance (mm s-1), respectively. When Ω is high, ET is more sensitive to net
radiation [Wilson and Baldocchi, 2000]. Low Ω values indicate the surface is sensitive to
surface conductance and atmospheric vapour pressure deficit [Wilson and Baldocchi,
2000]. Significant differences between the categories, for each two-hour bin, were
determined by a two-tailed t-test.
The variables that influence ET are available energy, the vapour pressure deficit,
turbulent mixing of the atmosphere, the transpiring/evaporating surface area (e.g. leaf
area), as well as physiological control on transpiration (e.g. stomatal closure) [Monteith,
1965; Campbell, 1977]. The turbulent mixing depends in part on surface roughness, which
in this study is a function of standing vegetation. A ratio of ET to PET was, therefore used
to evaluate the surface effects on ET separate from the effects of weather and climate. The
ratio is calculated as the sum of daily ET, with small gaps filled as described above, divided
by the Hargreaves-Samani PET [Hargreaves and Samani, 1982, 1985] defined as:

where,

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 0.0135 (𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾)(𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 )(𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )0.5 (𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 17.8)

4.4

𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 = 0.00185 (𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇min )2 − 0.0433(𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇min ) + 0.4023

4.5

The term Ra is the incoming radiation in mm day-1 and T× is the daily max, min and mean

temperatures. Hargreaves-Samani PET is used to account for the influence of radiation and
air temperature on the ET variability. Although air temperature measured within the
boundary layer represents the combined influence of all surface types, the variability in
ET/PET was interpreted to be a function of the biometeorological factors within the
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footprint. A more complex PET equation, such as the Penman-Monteith formulation
[Monteith, 1965], would have likely better captured the surface variability by including
surface resistance calculations but requires the same variables and instruments used for EC
calculations and would not be independent of the surface heterogeneity. The more
simplified PET used here allowed for the incorporation of temporal temperature and
radiation variability without relying on measurements from the EC system. The ET/PET
ratio was then related to incoming shortwave radiation and H to help interpret the
mechanisms causing changes in ET with respect to the PET. There was high variability of
ET/PET during days with inclement weather, so the darkest decile of days (8 days) were
not included in this analysis.
Statistical analyses with t-tests and least squares linear regression were carried out
using Matlab v.2015B (Mathworks Inc. Natick, MA) after verifying data distribution
assumptions for these parametric tests. An α = 0.01 was used for significance of all tests.
4.3

Results and discussion
The mean 2015 June through September ET (± SD) was 2.2 ± 1.1 mm d-1,

comparable to ET measurements of 2.3 ± 1.2 mm d-1 in 2014 and 2.4 ± 1.2 mm d-1 in 2013
[Nicholls et al., 2016]. Over the same three periods, the mean daily air temperature was
17.1 ± 3.7, 16.6 ± 5.2, and 16.1 ± 4.5 °C and the average incoming daily shortwave
radiation was 17.1 ± 7.0, 17.4 ± 6.6 and 17.4 ± 6.8 MJ m-2 d-1. The greatest average daily
ET in 2015 was in July at 2.7 ± 1.2 mm d-1 while June and August ET were similar (2.3 ±
0.8 and 2.5 ± 1.2 mm d-1, respectively) and more than double the ET in September (1.0 ± 0.5
mm d-1).
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After partitioning, fluxes representing the dense vegetation category showed a slightly
greater midday peak ET than fluxes from the open water category (Figure 4.3). The biggest
difference between categorized average daily ET occurred in August, where the average daily
flux from the dense vegetation was 22% greater than open water (3.2 ± 1.3 vs 1.9 ± 1.2 mm
d-1). It should be emphasized that both surface categories were not homogeneous classifications
of one surface type or the other (as demonstrated in Figures 4.1b and 4.2). Sensible heat fluxes
showed rapid cooling of the vegetation surface with near zero and sometimes negative H in the
late afternoon, which was not seen in the open water until a few hours later.
The relatively high Ω values at midday (11h-14h) show that ET fluxes were strongly
influenced by net radiation (Q*) and that the vegetation was not water limited (Figure 4.4). The
dense vegetation category had slightly greater median Ω in June and July than the open water
category, but it was not significantly different. Ω decreased in September when much of the
vegetation senesced. This decrease occurred because the ratio between Ga and Gc also
decreased as the canopy senesced (Figure 4.4). The Gc peaked in the last week of June and
dropped off in early September (analysis not shown here). However, there were no significant
differences in Ga and Gc between surface categories. There was no significant difference in Ga
and Gc arising from footprint classification in the fall. Lafleur [1990] found that “leafing” of a
sedge-dominated wetland increased ET over drier surfaces while it decreased ET over wetter
surfaces. There was insufficient gap-free data to check Ga and Gc before ‘leaf out’ in the spring,
but it was expected to be similar to the fall periods.
In June and July, the sum of the mid-day turbulent energy fluxes (H+LE) was
significantly greater for the surface with denser vegetation than the surface with more open
water (p-value 0.002 and 0.001 for June and July) (Figure 4.4). The significant difference
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Figure 4.3: Monthly median bi-hourly LE fluxes (solid lines) and H fluxes (dashed lines). Blue is open water, and green is dense
vegetation. Asterisks (circles) at the top of the plot indicate significant differences between categories for each bi-hourly LE (H) flux as
determined by a two-tailed Student’s t-test (α = 0.01).
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Figure 4.4: Monthly mean mid-day (11h-14h) values of a) omega b) canopy conductance
c) aerodynamic conductance d) sum of turbulent heat fluxes, e) wind speed, f) net radiation,
g) vapour pressure deficit, h) air temperature. Dots represent median values with thick bars
indicate interquartile range and thin bars indicate 95% of data. Green represents denser
vegetation and blue is open water. Significant differences marked with an * and determined
with a two-tailed Students t-test (α = 0.01) for all daily mean values in each month.
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in mid-day H+LE in June and July was likely due to the greater partitioning of energy into
heating the water column for flux footprints with a greater proportion of open water.
Greater midday mean wind speed, vapour pressure deficit, and air temperatures
characterized fluxes associated with the denser vegetation (Figure 4.4).
The slope of the ET light response was 37 (± 2) x 10-9 mm per µmol of photons for
the footprints with denser vegetation (R2 = 0.69) and 26 (± 0.1) x 10-9 mm per µmol of
photons for the footprints with more open water (R2 = 0.62; Figure 4.5a). Footprints with
dense vegetation contributed 49% more ET than footprints with more open water as a
function of PAR. Using the light response model, from 1 June to 30 September, 355 ± 38
mm of water was lost by ET from the denser vegetation surface compared to 237 ± 31 mm
from the surface with more open water (Figure 4.5b). Dividing by the 121 days between 1
June and 30 September resulted in average seasonal ET rates of 2.9 and 2.0 mm d-1 for the
denser vegetation and more open water surfaces respectively. These estimates were
comparable to the overall ET from the system as reported above. The actual ET in 2015
was halfway between the two surface type contributions (Figure 4.5).
Daytime un-partitioned estimates of ET often exceeded PET when calculated with
the Hargreaves-Samani method (Figure 4.6). This has been observed in heterogeneous
boreal wetlands and attributed to the development of PET equations for homogenous
agricultural surfaces [Lott and Hunt, 2001]. Additionally, the Hargreaves-Samani equation
for PET tends to underestimate PET over complex surfaces, but it was used here because
of its simplicity and its independence from the variables used in the EC calculations. The
eight darkest days (shown as hollow black circles in Figure 4.6) were removed from the
analysis because the variability in ET was high for days with very low light conditions,
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Figure 4.5: Left (a), 30-minute ET light-response for the fluxes representing footprints
containing vegetated (green) and open water (blue). Right (b), cumulative
evapotranspiration as described by the regression in the left panel and the annual PAR
across the 4-month growing season for the two categories. The dashed grey line is the nonpartitioned ET for the same period.
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Figure 4.6: a) Daytime total ET/PET as a function of incoming shortwave radiation between 1 June and 30 Sept. Open black circles
indicate the first decile of days with the lowest light levels of the entire growing season which were not used in this analysis due to high
variance caused by atypical weather. b) ET/PET as a function of H (R2 = 0.18). Colour gradient in all scatterplots represent the highest
day of total incoming shortwave radiation (red) to the lowest (blue), and value can be determined from the left-hand figure.
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likely because of inclement weather. As average daily H increased, the ET/PET ratio
approached 1 (Figure 4.6).
When there was a greater proportion of dense vegetation in the flux footprints, the
amount of energy that was partitioned into LE increased and the ratio of ET to PET
increased (Figure 4.7A). The opposite trend was observed for varying proportions of open
water (Figure 4.7B). Daily average Bowen ratios decreased with increasing proportion of
dense vegetation and increased with increasing proportion of open water (Figure 4.7E &
F) highlighting distinct energy partitioning signatures between surface types. The mean
daytime ET/PET ratio was 1.2 ± 0.3 and the mean daily H flux was 11.7 ± 11.7 MJ m-2
day-1. There was no relationship between dense vegetation and H (Figure 4.7C).
The theory behind EC and the computation of the footprints assumes a constant
canopy height, and roughness coefficient [Baldocchi et al., 1988; Kljun et al., 2015]. With
spatial variability in surface characteristics, in this case open pools next to patches of dense
vegetation, the SFW lowland was perhaps better described as having homogeneous
heterogeneity. In other studies, surface heterogeneity was associated with 50% of the
uncertainty in annual net ecosystem exchange of CO2 measured using EC systems [Oren
et al., 2006]. However, it is unlikely that the small patches in this study (1-10s of metres)
induced such large variability when compared to the 10-100s of metres in the study by
Oren et al. [2006]. Large spatial heterogeneity can induce a secondary circulation on scales
not easily accounted for with the EC technique and has been shown to limit the ability of
EC systems to account for full energy budget ‘closure’ [Foken, 2008]. Again secondary
circulation was unlikely to contribute much bias in the differences between partitioned
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Figure 4.7: (A) Daytime total ET/PET as a function of the proportion of the footprint
containing dense vegetation (R2 = 0.27). (B) ET/PET as a function of the proportion of the
footprint containing open water (R2 = 0.20). (C) Sensible heat (H) as a function of the
proportion of dense vegetation. (D) Sensible heat as a function of the proportion of open
water (R2 = 0.09). (E) Bowen ratio (β) as a function of dense vegetation (R2 = 0.16). (F)
Bowen ratio as a function of open water (R2 = 0.09). Colour gradient in all scatterplots
represent the highest day of total incoming shortwave radiation (red) to the lowest (blue)
and values are shown in Figure 4.6. Regression lines are shown when significant (α = 0.01).
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fluxes from the small-scale heterogeneity of the SFW lowland discussed here. Future
studies could consider placing a second tower that would capitalize on distinct surface
types to avoid confounding atmospheric conditions [e.g. Beyrich et al., 2002; Foken and
Leclerc, 2004]. This study sought to exploit the differences in surface characteristics such
as the roughness lengths, canopy conductance, and boundary layer coupling and their
effects on ET. It is likely that at a 3 m observation height any internal boundary layers
arising from 0.7 m vegetation patches were well mixed.
The potential for a wetland to evaporate and transpire more water than an equivalent
surface area of open water has been the subject of debate for more than a half century.
Linacre et al. [1970] reviewed the literature and concluded that as measurements improved
in the late 1960s, studies pointed to greater rates of open water ET (ET(water)) than ET from
vegetated wetlands (ET(veg)). However, as early as 1974, Weert and Kamerling designed
and published an experiment which found that ET(veg) > ET(water) and went on to describe a
numerical model derived from Penman’s evaporation models, which demonstrated that
under conditions of relatively lower canopy resistance, higher aerodynamic resistance, and
unlimited plant water availability, ET over vegetation was greater than over open water.
Mohamed et al. [2012] attempted to explain the published variability in the ratio of ET(veg)
to ET(water) over the past 50 years of study by modelling ET with identical climate but using
a wide range of biophysical characteristics with the Penman-Monteith model. They
concluded that when vapour pressure deficit was large enough, when plants were not waterlimited, and when the aerodynamic and canopy resistances were favourable, it was
physically possible and not uncommon, to have ET(veg) > ET(water). The large range possible
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in each of these variables helped to explain the wide range in published values for ET(veg)
vs. ET(water).
The complementary principle where ET is a function of the available energy, the
availability of water, and the capacity for the atmosphere to receive water vapour is an
alternative approach to understanding physical controls on ET [Brutsaert, 2015]. In lower
wind conditions, the patchy nature of the SFW lowland may have created micro-conditions
where ET was not limited by water supply or energy supply, but instead limited by the air’s
demand for water vapour (e.g. saturation vapour deficit approaching zero) as the air above
the water neared saturation in sheltered conditions that limited mixing with the relatively
dry air above. Thus, the true ET of a large pool is less than a small exposed pool which is
less than that from a relatively tall leafy canopy which presents an evaporating surface into
the well mixed turbulent dry air near the top of the plant canopy [Brutsaert, 2015]. In this
case, ET is expected to be limited largely by the available energy.
At the SFW, increasing vegetation cover led to greater ET, likely due to an interplay
between Ga and Gc. Patchy open pools of water were interspersed between fully closed
canopies and newly forming, patchy canopies of vegetation. There was likely more
resistance to eddy transport of water vapour from small pools, possibly due to the smooth
water surface and sheltering effects of the surrounding vegetation. This would have limited
turbulent fluxes as seen in Fig 4.4 and resulted in more energy partitioned into storage in
the water body. The larger, fuller canopies limited radiant energy penetration to the water
surface below, were more closely coupled to the turbulent atmosphere (i.e. larger Ga), and
had a greater transpiring surface area.
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Vitt et al. [2016] found that the deep standing water under the SFW lowland tower
promoted less diversity and fewer desirable species. Desirable species (e.g., Carex spp.,
Betula spp., Juncus tenuis, Rubus chamaemorus, etc.; see Vitt et al. [2016] for a complete
list) are those that are associated with native boreal plains peatlands [Vitt et al., 2016]. In
the future, assuming no additional water inputs, as the vegetation canopy closes and ET
increases then the water table should also decrease which may favour the establishment of
these species. However, mature peatland hydrology is quite complex [Waddington et al.,
2014] and once species like T. latifolia become established, it is unknown if the system
will continue to develop into a peat forming community. T. latifolia has been specifically
identified as a concern for the SFW since it is not associated with fen peatland habitats
[Vitt et al. 2016]. If the water table drops too far below the surface, the establishment of
non-hydrophytic species and non-peat forming species is possible [Vitt et al. 2016].
Likewise, if the water table remains high, vegetation diversity may remain low and limit
further spread and colonization of desirable species [Vitt et al. 2016]. Regardless of the
ecological trajectory, it is likely that a healthy vegetative canopy is more beneficial for
mining reclamation than allowing large open pools to cover the closure landscape. For
example, open pools will not buffer high precipitation events, evaporate excess water, nor
promote the establishment of C sequestering, biologically diverse wetlands.
An issue that may have impacted the interpretation of the results presented here was
the method of classifying the satellite imagery. Göckede et al. [2008] found that 50% was
the minimum proportion of a surface category needed to produce high-quality EC-derived
fluxes. Quality was defined by an analysis of the high-frequency data to assess the
stationarity of flow and the development of the turbulent flow field [Foken et al., 2004].
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Neither dense vegetation nor open water accounted for 50% or more of the daily ET
footprint in this study. However, the 50% surface cover threshold discussed by Göckede et
al. [2008] was recommended for imagery with spatial resolutions two or three orders of
magnitude lower (pixels representing 10 - 150 m2) and for purposes of comparing one
system to another. Here, surface variations with much higher resolution (pixels of 0.09 m2)
were analyzed. To determine the precise energy or mass exchange of one surface type,
thousands of flux measurements of suitable coverage are needed to produce robust
characterizations [Leclerc and Foken, 2014]. Interpolation from highly partitioned fluxes
is extremely sensitive to both low coverage and sample depth. In this study, there was less
than 100 30-minute fluxes represented by each 2-hour bin (Figure 4.3). However, the
purpose here was not to compare to other systems with robust absolute ET estimates (by
surface type) but instead to understand how relative proportions of vegetation and
development affected the water balance and may impact future projections of water use in
this constructed ecosystem.
4.4

Conclusions
This study illustrated significant differences in ET in the SFW as a result of the

different proportions of vegetation and open water within the EC footprint characterized
using high-resolution satellite imagery and surface classification. Applying the
Penman-Monteith approach demonstrated that greater ET fluxes from more densely
vegetated canopies were likely caused by increased coupling of the transpiring surface to
the atmosphere. The Penman-Monteith approach also suggests that the sheltering of the
open water patches likely lead to lower Ga. Similarly, the complementary principle was
used to describe how saturation of air above a small pool can suppress actual ET even with
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surplus available energy. The patchy and developing nature of the SFW created an
opportunity to explore the relationship between vegetation and open water ET, but as the
dynamics of the near-surface atmospheric physics were integrated within each EC-derived
flux measurement, it was difficult to conclusively determine the underlying causes. More
detailed surface classifications than the NDVI and NDWI used here may also help improve
the relationships between surface structure and measured fluxes. Nevertheless, this work
demonstrated that high-resolution footprint analysis could be used to detect differences in
surface-atmosphere exchanges to better understand the water losses of a constructed
wetland.
The small year to year increase in ET over the first three years of the SFW lowland
is a result of a complex interaction between surface characteristics and atmospheric drivers.
A thorough understanding of the evolution of ET will improve engineering modelling of
constructed ecosystems in the WBP. Understanding water use as the system develops is
particularly important at the SFW because of the requirement for anoxic conditions needed
for organic matter accumulation, a precursor to peat. The findings of this research indicate
that the continued development of vegetation will likely increase ET water losses from the
SFW. This is significant because if the SFW lowlands soils become aerobic with increased
ET, the objective of constructing the lowland to be a peat forming wetland may be
compromised.
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Chapter 5: Carbon cycling during the early development of the Sandhill
Fen Watershed
5.1

Introduction
One of the characteristic functions of peatland ecosystems is the long-term

sequestration of CO2 and storage as peat [Vasander and Kettunen, 2006]. Peat is
accumulated organic matter which is highly resistant to decomposition due in part to the
anoxic conditions maintained by near-surface water tables. Consequently, drainage of
peatlands for agriculture and forestry leads to subsidence and net losses of C over the longterm [Laine et al., 2009]. Use of peatlands for agriculture, forestry, and peat harvesting
causes immediate losses of soil C to the atmosphere as important greenhouse gases, CO2
and CH4, and often leads to degradation of the long-term CO2 sequestering capacity of
peatlands [Laine et al., 2009]. Oleszczuk et al. [2008] report that in Europe, peatlands
converted to agriculture become net sources of C at rates of 190 to 600 g C m-2 year-1 due
to decomposition of the peat layer. Peatlands converted to forests, although highly variable
in their year-to-year C response, may typically be annual net sinks [Laine et al., 2009] but
over longer timescales the fate of this C is less certain [Minkkinen and Laine, 1998]. The
development of woody biomass in forests stores C for decades but not millennia as peat
does, except when the woody biomass becomes part of the peat itself. Petrescu et al.’s
[2015] review found that disturbed peatlands have substantial warming effects on the
climate system through increased C emissions compared to non-disturbed peatlands.
Moreover, restoration efforts post-disturbance have not yet restored the pre-disturbance
CO2 sequestration functions of peatlands. Moreno-Mateos et al. [2012] reviewed 172
publications on the effectiveness of restoring biogeochemical cycling in wetlands and found
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that the C sequestration capacity of restored peatlands plateaued five to ten years after
restoration at only 50% of the levels measured at undisturbed reference sites.
Around 11% of Canada’s peatlands or 3% of the global peatlands are found in
northern Alberta [Tarnocai, 1984]. The McMurray Shale formation of Northern Alberta is
rich in bitumen with an estimated 4800 km2 accessible using open-pit mining [Government
of Alberta, 2017b]. This area is estimated to have up to 65% peatland cover [Price et al.,
2010]. Estimates of the current net uptake of CO2 in peatlands in the region range from
approximately 20 to 25 g C m-2 year-1 [Vitt et al., 2000; Turetsky et al., 2002]. In addition
to losing this C sequestration capacity, the mining disturbance on existing peatlands will
release between 11 x 10-6 and 47 x 10-6 tons of C [Rooney et al., 2012]. Rooney et al.’s
[2012] estimates of C emissions assume conversion of the landscape to mostly forested
uplands or opportunist wetlands. However, the boreal peatland landscapes recently
constructed in the region are novel ecosystems engineered to support peat-forming
wetlands [Wytrykush et al., 2012], and their effectiveness at restoring the lost C
sequestering capacity has yet to be documented.
This study analyzes the surface-atmosphere exchanges of CO2 at the SFW, one of
the first of two large-scale attempts at constructing a peat-forming watershed. This study
analyzes the first three years of CO2 fluxes in three areas of the newly constructed
ecosystem; the uplands, the midlands, and the lowlands. The overall goal of this study is
to determine if the SFW lowlands has distinct CO2 cycling characteristics from those of
the midlands and uplands and to determine if the SFW lowlands are accumulating CO2, a
necessary characteristic in order to potentially form peat in the future.
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5.2
5.2.1

Methods
Study site carbon cycling characteristics
Section 2.1.4 explains the details of the SFW construction and vegetation planting.

Briefly, SFW is an integrated watershed which was constructed to re-establish boreal plains
lowlands, midlands and uplands (Figure 5.1). A pump and drain system was built into the
watershed to initially flush the ecosystem with freshwater but it was only used in the first
year of the study (Figure 5.2). As such, year 1 refers to 2013 when the initial water flush
occurred, and it also corresponds to the end of the constructed landscape’s planting phase.
Measurements of CO2 flux began in year 0 (beginning May 2012) for the midland tower
only, but seeding and planting of the midland was not completed until the end of year 1.
The upland and midland (Figure 5.1) was planted with drought-tolerant tree seedlings in
years 1 and 2, primarily Pinus banksiana and Populus tremuloides, and the lowland was
seeded in November 2011 with species native to rich fens in the area. See papers by Vitt et
al. [2016], Nicholls et al. [2016], and Wytrykush et al. [2012] for a complete list of species
seeding and planting. In addition to the planted/seeded species, the midland was largely
colonized by local grasses and forbs while Typha latifolia colonized the lowland.
Establishment of vegetation was rapid with early July leaf area index (LAI) increasing from
1.4 ± 0.7 (n=9) and 1.5 ± 0.4 (n=4) in year 2 to 2.1 ± 0.9 (n=16) and 2.7 ± 0.8 (n=4) in year
3 within the lowland and midland, respectively. Measurements of LAI in the upland were
first made in year 3 as 1.5 ± 0.9 (n=7), but visually it was as barren as the lowland and
midland in year 0. LAI was measured with a plant canopy analyzer, model LAI-2200 (LICOR Inc., Lincoln, NE) and therefore included the contributions from stems and branches
but did not include small ground cover species such as mosses.
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Figure 5.1: The topography and layout of the Sandhill Fen illustrating the locations of the surface gas flux chambers and eddy covariance
systems in each the upland, midland and lowland determined by relative topography and elevation.
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For consistency, the term ‘growing season’ in this study refers to the period
between 15 May – 30 September (day of year 135 to 273) even though the timing of the
actual growing season varied year to year. Over the three years of the study, growing season
precipitation ranged from 168 to 310 mm and PET over the same time ranged from 330 to
354 mm calculated from the Penman-Monteith equation [Monteith, 1965; Campbell,
1977]. There was no on-site measurement of frozen precipitation for the cold months. Total
EC-derived actual annual ET in year 2 and year 3 was 393 and 421 mm respectively (see
Chapter 4).
When present, standing water varied from 0.03 m to 0.33 m above the peat-mineral
mix, measured at gas flux chamber collars in the lowland. Additional details on chamber
measurements are provided below. The peat-mineral mix used for the substrate had a mean
soil C density of 54 ± 23 kg C m-3 with high amounts of spatial heterogeneity due to the
diverse source material (Chapter 2). In 2011, the peat-mineral substrate had a mean total
nitrogen content of 0.9 ± 0.3% by dry weight and mean pH of 5.4 ± 0.6 (n = 12). In year 3,
eight sets of continuous reduction-oxidation (REDOX) probes (Chapter 3) monitored the
lowland REDOX potentials at depths of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 m. The REDOX conditions in the
saturated regions were anoxic with hydrogen standard potentials ~ -200 mV at 0.2 m below
the surface through to 1 m below the surface. Despite the low REDOX potentials, CH4
emissions were negligible, possibly due to competition from sulphur reducing bacteria
(SRB; Chapter 3). In the midland and upland, soils were moist but well drained with 0 –
0.2 m volumetric water contents of 62 ± 16% and 17 ± 12% in the midland and upland,
respectively. The difference was largely due to 3 of the 7 upland sites being on well drained
sandy soils with all other sites (lowland, midland and upland) on peat-mineral mix soils.
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Soil moisture was measured near the gas flux chamber collars locations roughly once a
week over the three growing seasons (Chapter 3). Despite the substrate containing on
average 41 ± 10% organic matter by mass (as determined from an initial survey of the
substrate), CH4 emissions from these soils were also negligible in part likely due to high
concentrations of sulphate and/or relatively well-drained conditions (Chapter 3).
5.2.2

Eddy covariance data and net ecosystem exchange calculations
The lowland EC station included an enclosed path infrared gas analyzer (IRGA) to

measure H2O and CO2 concentrations (model LI-7200, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE) and a
sonic anemometer (model R3-50, Gill Instruments, Lymington, Hampshire until 13 May
2015; CSAT3 Campbell Scientific Inc. (CSI), Logan, UT after 13 May 2015) 2.9 m above
the water’s surface to measure wind speed in three coordinates. An open-path LI-7500
IRGAs (LI-COR) was operated at the lowland EC station briefly in spring 2014 (May to
early July) while the LI-7200 received maintenance. The midland and upland EC systems
both included open-path LI-7500 IRGAs (LI-COR) and CSAT3 (CSI) sonic anemometers.
The sonic anemometers at the midland and upland were mounted 2.7 m and 3.2 m above
the surface, respectively. Data loggers (CR3000 or CR1000, CSI) logged signals from these
sensors at 10 Hz.
Burba et al. [2010] showed that these two models of LI-COR IRGAs are in very
close agreement about the covariance and absolute values during normal warm temperature
(growing season) conditions, producing near identical CO2 fluxes. However, the open path
sensor (LI-7500) is prone to more data loss due to obstruction of the path by rain, dust, etc.
and in cold temperatures due to sensor heat altering the density of air in the measurement
path [Burba et al., 2010].
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Net ecosystem exchange (NEE) of CO2 was the sum of the EC-derived CO2 flux
and the rate of change in CO2 stored in the air between the sensor and the surface. The CO2
storage term was estimated using the CO2 concentration measured at the height of the EC
instrumentation. Negative NEE indicates uptake of CO2 by the ecosystem or a loss from
the atmosphere.
After quality assurance steps, 47, 45, and 51% of the data from the growing seasons
(years 1 to 3) remained for the lowland, midland, and upland, respectively, with the longest
gaps in year 1 (Figure 5.2). These gaps were due to operational downtime (i.e. power
failures, memory card limitations, etc.), automated removal of unrealistic values, and visual
validation (~ 42% of the rejected data), application of a nighttime friction velocity
threshold (~ 3% of the rejected data), and rejection of winds through the tower (~ 5% of
the rejected data; see Appendix A for more details). These gaps in the NEE data were filled
to calculate total daily, seasonal, and annual CO2 exchanged between the atmosphere and
the ecosystem. Gap filling was done by training Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to
predict the CO2 flux based on other available environmental variables known to relate to
the underlying processes of CO2 exchange; downwelling shortwave radiation, friction
velocity, air temperature, soil temperature, the year, the day of the year, a binary vector
indicating nighttime, and four seasonal vectors. The seasonal vectors were increased from
0 to 1 then back to 0 over a 3-month period (e.g. June through August for the summer
vector) and remained zero at all other times. The seasonal vectors were selected to roughly
approximate vegetation phenological patterns (e.g. green-up and senescence with a peak
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value of 1 mid-July). Moffat et al. [2007] used artificial gaps to test 15 gap filling
techniques and found that ANN was the most accurate at predicting the missing values in
gaps ranging from 30-min to 12 days. Training the ANN required a random subset
containing 50% of the data to model the relationships between nodes in the network and
25% of the data to validate those relationships. Once the network was sufficiently trained,
as defined by the minimization of the mean square error, the last 25% of the data was used
for verification. Coefficients of determination were greater than 0.84 for all locations (0.85,
0.87 and 0.84 for the lowland, midland, and upland, respectively).
The growing season NEE was calculated from the sum of daily NEE from 15 May
to 30 September each year. Installation of the upland tower was on 16 May in year 2.
Therefore, there was no upland EC data for year 1 or the 15th of May in year 2. Installation
of the midland tower was in year 0. Both the midland and upland towers were not
operational in the winter. The number of dates extrapolated using ANN was two in year 0,
all of September and three days in August in year 1, none in year 2, and the last three days
of September in year 3. The mean diurnal signal was plotted for comparison from all three
sites with only gap-free data that was concurrent with all sites.
5.2.3

Respiration
Respiration (R) was measured directly as NEE when incoming shortwave radiation

was less than 10 W m-2 (i.e. at night). An exponential relationship between nighttime NEE
and the 0.05 m soil temperature was used to compare nighttime R among the locations.
Respiration rates were also assessed during the daytime using opaque acrylic non-steady
state chambers as described in Sections 2.5.3 and 3.3, with locations shown in Figure 5.1.
Chambers were placed over two collars at each site, one was maintained free of vegetation
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by clipping established plants and one left the vegetation intact. Linear mixed-effects
modelling (LEM) was used to determine the effects of the year-to-year changes in chamber
R from collars in each of the three locations in the SFW, as well as accounting for the bias
associated with repeated measures inherent in chamber studies. The random effects from
the LEM provides quantified estimates of each specific location effect on measurements of
R.
To estimate daily and monthly ecosystem-scale R, daytime R was modelled from
the exponential relationship between soil temperature and nighttime NEE as noted above
and extrapolated over the daytime hours. A ratio of the predicted and measured nighttime
R over 96 half hours moved in increments of 24 half hours was applied to the predicted R
to adjust model predictions for seasonality in R associated with vegetation growth,
temporal variations in soil moisture, etc. Direct comparisons between chamber and EC
derived fluxes were not carried out due to limited spatial and temporal coverage of the
chamber measurements relative to the EC fluxes. Gross primary productivity was
calculated as the difference between measured NEE and modelled daytime R. A hyperbolic
relationship between GPP and incoming shortwave radiation was used to estimate GPP for
daytime half hours without NEE measurements and was also adjusted seasonally with a
two-day moving window.
5.3
5.3.1

Results
Daily and seasonal NEE
Seasonal CO2 uptake increased over the three years in all three locations (Figure 5.3).

This increase in CO2 uptake followed vegetation development (Figure 5.4). Because the
vegetation was small and still establishing in years 0 and 1 in the midland, most of the CO2
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emitted was likely from the decomposition of the peat-mineral soil mix at that site. Although
there was greater vegetation cover in year 1, there were daily net CO2 losses for most of the
growing season in both lowland and midland (Figure 5.3). The lowland was also a daily source
of CO2 for the entire growing season of year 1 and a net loss of ~130 g C m-2 over the 4.5month measurement period.
In years 2 and 3, daily net CO2 uptake occurred at all three sites with maximum net
uptake in June (Figure 5.3A-C). The lowland sustained the greatest rates of net CO2 uptake
through July and August (Figure 5.3A) with NEE nearly -200 g C m-2 by the end of September
in year 3 (Figure 5.3D). The shift from CO2 sink to source occurred later each year in the
midland (Figure 5.3B): around late June in year 1, then early July in year 2 and finally in late
August in year 3. This resulted in a cumulative difference of approximately 100 g C m-2 each
year with a NEE in year 0 of almost 200 g C m-2 and ending with just under -100 g C m-2 in
year 3 (Figure 5.3E). In the upland, there was little difference in NEE in the two years it was
monitored (years 2&3) with near-neutral daily NEE for most of July and August (Figure 5.3C)
and less net CO2 uptake than the other two locations in year 3 (Figure 5.3F).
Only the lowland tower was operational over the winter. The lowland ecosystem respired
110, 111 and 116 g C m-2 between 01 Oct and 14 May in the winters following growing seasons
in study years 1 to 3 (Figure 5.2). This resulted in an annual net loss of 242 g C m-2 as CO2 in
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year 1 (i.e. 15 May 2013 – 14 May 2014), a neutral CO2 budget (-2 g C m-2) in year 2 and
a net sink of 77 g C m-2 in year 3. Since no instruments were operational in the midland or
upland over the winter, we can only roughly estimate a total annual CO2 budget for those
locations. The respiration rates for all three systems were similar in the fall (Figure 5.3),
but they may not have been similar for the whole winter period. If the rates of respiration
in the winter were somewhere between half (50%) and double (200%) the lowland
respiration, the annual CO2 budget for the midland (rounded to the nearest 5 g C) would
have been between 155–320, 45–215, and -50–120 g C m-2 for years 1–3, respectively. In
all but the last year, the midland was likely a net CO2 source. For the upland, the CO2
budget was likely always a source between 55–205, 40–185, 10–185 g C m-2 for the three
years, respectively.
In both the lowland and midland, the mid-day peak CO2 uptake increased each year
in July and August (Figure 5.5). Although the lowland did not always have as large a net
CO2 uptake midday as the other two locations, greater afternoon uptake of CO2 and smaller
CO2 loss at night in those months resulted in the large difference in daily and seasonal NEE
among these locations as noted above (Figure 5.3). June and September (not shown) had
similar differences in the diurnal patterns among sites but with reduced daytime uptake
compared to July and August.
5.3.2

Respiration
Respiration (nighttime NEE) increased exponentially with increasing soil

temperature at all three sites in years 1 through 3. The lowland had lowest R, and the
midland had the highest R in all three years at all soil temperatures. Over time, R increased
at both the lowland and the midland. For example, the modelled R in the midland at a soil
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temperature of 15ºC was 3.2 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 in year 1, 3.8 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 in year 2 and
5.1 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 in year 3. For the same soil temperature, the modelled R in the lowland
was 1.7 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1, 1.9 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1, and 2.5 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 for years 1
through 3, respectively. The upland, however, did not show a similar change in R over
time.
Although there was no correlation between EC measurements of R (Figure 5.5 &
Figure 5.6) and chamber measurements of R (Figure 5.7), the chamber R demonstrated
similar temporal and spatial patterns with increasing R over time and with lower R at the
lowland collars. Using separate LEM for the clipped (F-value 1.23) and vegetated (F-value
0.97) collar R fluxes revealed significant (α = 0.05) effects of both the location and the
year since development, although the models failed to capture the expected variability (i.e.
the models were ‘over-dispersed’ with a deviance of 1978 and 2527 and with 534 and 544
degrees of freedom for the clipped and vegetated collars respectively). The midland
location was the only significant random effect in the model of the chambers on the clipped
collars. The midland clipped chamber R fluxes were 1.7 ± 0.8 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 greater
than the other two sites as well as having the only significant trend over time. Since the
slope of the fixed effect of the year was not significantly different from zero, the significant
random effect of the midland on the slope was an additional 0.8 ± 0.4 µmol CO2
m-2 s-1 year-1. For R measured at the vegetated collars, LEM identified significant effects
of both the lowland and midland locations.
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Figure 5.6: Nighttime respiration as a function of soil temperature. The lines represent the exponential regression model from each soil
temperature and CO2 flux measurement. Data includes all nighttime measurements that passed quality control criteria.
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Figure 5.7: Daytime respiration, measured by opaque chambers measured randomly
between 800h and 1900h local time at roughly weekly intervals between late May and early
August. The red line indicates the median, the box represents the 25th to 75th quartile, the
whiskers include 95% of the range, and the red ‘+’ symbols are outliers. Means are
significantly different from each other if they share no letters in common as determined
with a Holm-Bonferroni test. In year 1, there were 55 lowland, 28 midland and six upland
chamber flux measurements which passed quality control criteria. In year 2 there was 53,
33, and 54, and in year 3 there were 143, 37, and 56 flux measurements in the same three
locations respectively.
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The lowland R was 1.7 ± 1.0 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 lower while the midland was 2.1 ±
1.0 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 higher than the general intercept of all the sites in the model. Again,
the slope was not significant at the fixed effect level like the clipped collars. However, the
year-to-year slope in the lowland R significantly decreased by a rate of -0.8 ± 0.4 µmol
CO2 m-2 s-1 year-1 while the midland’s R increased at a rate of 1.0 ± 0.5 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1
year-1. A by-product of trimming vegetation to fit chambers onto collars may have been a
suppression of R in the vegetated collars. Since lowland species such as Carex spp. and
Typha spp. are more rigid than the grasses in the midland and uplands, more trimming in
the lowlands was necessary with a disproportionately greater suppression in R at that
location likely. However, the EC measured R was also lower in the lowland suggesting this
effect was not primarily due to vegetation trimming.
In May through September, daily GPP and R were usually greatest at the midland
(Figure 5.8). As presented above, daily R was always least at the lowland. In year 2, during
the same four-month period, the upland had greater GPP than the lowland, but in year 3
the lowland had greater GPP in June and July than the upland. Flushing freshwater through
the region and the early establishment of wetlands species resulted in low rates of GPP
from the lowland in year 1. As GPP increased since year 0, R did not keep pace at all
locations as noted by the decreasing trend in R:GPP (Figure 5.8). From June to August in
year 2 and 3 the lowland R was between 41% and 61% of GPP. Comparatively, over the
same period, the midland R was between 62% and 105% of GPP while the upland R was
between 69% and 103% of GPP (Figure 5.8). In every summer month, the lowland emitted
between 16% and 44% less CO2 as R per g of CO2 fixed through GPP when compared to
the midland or upland.
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5.4

Discussion
After three years since initiation, the midland and upland of the SFW were likely

annual net sources of CO2 to the atmosphere despite growing season uptake. The lowland,
however, was an annual net CO2 sink three years after initial wetting (-77 g C m-2 year-1).
This rate of CO2 uptake in the lowland was within the wide range of annual NEE observed
for northern peatland ecosystems. For example, NEE ranged from -88 g C m-2 year-1 to 14 g C m-2 year-1 in a recent review of 11 northern peatlands by Petrescu et al. [2015] and
-101 to +98 g C m-2 in minerotrophic peatlands and -85 to +67 g C m-2 in ombrotrophic
peatlands in a review of eight boreal peatlands by Saarnio et al. [2007]. In 12 northern
peatland and tundra sites reviewed by Lund et al. [2010], annual NEE was found to be 103 ± 103 g C m-2 with a mean R:GPP ratio of 0.8 (including non-growing season). Many
of these rates of net uptake of CO2 exceed the apparent long-term accumulation of C of
19.4 ± 2.1 g C m-2 based on an assessment of peat age-depth models for western Canadian
boreal peatlands [Vitt et al., 2000]. This may occur in part because the long-term rates
include additional C losses via aquatic C fluxes, CH4 and disturbance (i.e. fire).
The interannual variability in annual NEE in the lowland of the SFW was very large
(> 300 g C m-2 difference between years 1 and 3) reflecting the effects of vegetation
establishment on salvaged peat and mineral soil substrates over time. This variability was
much larger than the NEE variability observed at undisturbed natural peatlands. For
example, over 17 years of continuous year-round observation at the Mer Bleue temperate
peatland in Canada, NEE was -67 g C m-2 year-1 with a standard deviation of 48 g C m-2
year-1, or 72% of the mean [Roulet et al., 2007; unpublished data]. Nilsson et al [2008]
found that over two years of extensively monitoring carbon flows through a boreal mire,
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that annual NEE accounted for 49 and 42% of the total C store (27 ± 3.4 g C m-2 year-1 and
20 ± 3.4 g C m-2 year-1).
Because of the difficulty in monitoring NEE over the winter months, the majority
of studies report seasonal NEE. However, seasonal NEE reports are difficult to compare
among studies due to the variable season length. The following discussion scaled the results
from the SFW to the periods of time published in the literature for boreal plains peatlands.
NEE (all values rounded to nearest g C) at an extreme-rich fen in northern Alberta was 35, -154 and -42 g C m-2 per growing season (May-Oct) over three years (2004 - 2006)
while NEE at a poor fen in the same region was similar in all three years with an average
of -110 g C m-2 [Adkinson et al., 2011]. NEE at the SFW lowland during the same months
in year 3 was -155 g C m-2. Cai et al. [2010] reported a seasonal (June-September) NEE of
-282 and -207 g C m-2 over two growing seasons at a treed fen in northern Alberta which
is comparable to the lowland’s -212 g C m-2 in year 3 for the same months. However, GPP
and R at the Alberta treed fen was greater than at the SFW lowland. Greater GPP and R
were likely due to a greater abundance of vegetation at the treed fen where LAI was 2.6 ±
0.2 compared to 2.1 ± 0.9 at the SFW lowland in year 3. Humphreys et al. [2006] compared
midsummer (July and August) NEE for seven Canadian peatlands including those Alberta
peatlands discussed above. The mean midsummer NEE was -1.5 ± 0.2 g C m-2 d-1 for all
seven peatlands in that study compared to -1.5 ± 0.4 g C m-2 d-1 and -2.1 ± 1.2 g C m-2 d-1
at the SFW lowland in years 2 and 3. The daytime hourly NEE from the wooded boreal
fens and temperate bogs reported by Humphreys et al. [2006] were comparable to the fluxes
measured at the SFW lowland presented in Figure 5.5, nearly reaching -10 µmol CO2 m-2
s-1. The SFW lowland nighttime R (2.1 and 2.9 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 in years 2 and 3) was at
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the lower range of values presented by Humphreys et al. [2006] (July-August nighttime R
ranged from ~2 to ~4 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1). In year 3, nighttime R at the SFW midland (4.3
µmol CO2 m-2 s-1) and upland (3.5 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1) was more similar to those at the seven
Canadian peatlands [Humphreys et al. 2006].
Amiro et al. [2010] found that forests across North America mostly became annual
CO2 sinks ten years since disturbance regardless of the type of stand disturbance (e.g. fire,
harvesting, insects), with a few forests requiring 20 years for full recovery. The CO2 loss
in year 1 from the SFW midland was similar to what Amiro et al. [2010] reported the
maximum CO2 loss post-disturbance for boreal systems (200 g C m-2 year-1). Despite these
large CO2 losses, rapid vegetation growth/productivity put the SFW midland with its young
pine and aspen tree seedlings along with early successional species on track to be an annual
CO2 sink in less then five years if the trends reported here continue. Five years is quicker
than the ten years required for jack pine forest to become a C sink post harvesting [Howard
et al., 2004], or the average of 20 years for all boreal forests types [Amiro et al., 2010].
Furthermore, five years is a third the 15-year source-to-sink recovery period used by
Rooney et al. [2012] in their projections of the C losses resulting from mining activities in
the region.
Within three years, the SFW lowland was an annual CO2 sink with rates comparable
to those of natural western peatlands and much greater than the SFW midland and lowland.
The lowland was a net source of CO2 to the atmosphere for longer periods of time in the
spring than in the midland but remained a daily net CO2 sink through more of the summer
period than these other two locations (Figure 5.3). Delayed spring net CO2 uptake in the
lowland was likely due to the increased time it took the wetland vegetation to emerge from
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the saturated or submerged and colder substrates. Lower R at the lowland in summer was
likely due to lower soil respiration (e.g. decomposition) rather than lower autotrophic
respiration since chamber measurements of R were lower in the lowland even in collars
where the vegetation was clipped (Figure 5.7). Decomposition appeared to be limited by
anoxic conditions. The REDOX potentials around -200 mV hydrogen standard observed
in the SFW lowland soils were sufficiently low to suggest efficient aerobic decomposition
was not occurring [Reddy and Patrick, 1975]. Although these potentials are often
associated with active methanogenic communities [Akunna et al., 1998], there were
negligible CH4 emissions from the saturated lowland soils likely due to high sulphate
availability and competitive inhibition of methanogens (Chapter 3). Since year 1, there was
little overland or groundwater flow leaving the system, so DOC, DIC, and particulate flux
was likely negligible when compared to the atmospheric exchange of CO2 from this
system. Although it is too early to assess the long-term C balance of the SFW, if the
conditions remain unfavourable for decomposition and CH4, DIC, DOC and particulate C
fluxes remain negligible, C accumulation and the eventual formation of peat biomass
should occur.
While the construction of boreal plains peat forming landscapes is a novel
technology, restoration of degraded boreal wetlands is not. Moreno-Mateos et al. [2012]
reviewed 11 studies of 18 boreal peatland restoration projects and found that while
restoration of the biological structure was rapid, the trajectory of net CO2 sequestration
(e.g. CO2 sink strength) remained significantly lower than undisturbed reference wetlands,
even after 30 years. The study by Moreno-Mateos et al. [2012] specifically defined the C
component of the biogeochemical functions they evaluated as the capacity to sequester
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CO2 and then to store that C in the soils. In a more robust but regional review of 38 pristine,
drained and restored boreal peatlands in Finland, Kareksela et al. [2015] found that restored
sites sequestered C at a mean rate of 116.3 ± 12.7 g C m-2 year-1 and pristine sites
sequestered 178.2 ± 13.3 g C m-2 year-1. After only three years, the SFW lowland was
already capturing CO2 at rates similar to natural systems, and because of negligible
outflows and largely deciduous vegetation, the majority of that C will likely be stored as
litter on, and in, the soils. If the storage capacity were primarily in living (woody) biomass
and not the soils, R would have increased to maintain the growth in tissues as was observed
in the SFW midland where the dominant vegetation was grasses, shrubs, and tree seedlings.
The North American peatland restoration guide [Quinty and Rochefort, 2003] has
been the foundation of some recent boreal peatland restoration efforts. Briefly, the guide
recommends filling drainage ditches to restore the water table and spreading diaspores to
provide ‘seed’ to re-establish moss species. The guide also suggests using straw mulch and
fertilizer to help protect peat-forming mosses while they establish. The restoration
approach of the widely studied maritime boreal Bois-des-Bel peatland restoration project
in Quebec, Canada, was developed with this guide. Although restoration activities returned
moss communities to the landscape, after ten years, only one species dominated the
landscape [McCarter and Price, 2013] and the restored site was a source of CO2, likely
due to dry conditions [Strack and Zuback, 2013]. Although both reference and restored
sites studied by Strack and Zuback [2013] were sources of C, the restored site was the
larger source. Initial studies on the restoration of boreal plains peatlands, restored using
the same methods from Quinty and Rochefort’s [2003] restoration guide, found that the
CO2 budget at the plot scale ranged between a sink of 189 g C m-2 and a source of 127 g C
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m-2 for the period of 29 May to 5 Oct after three years since restoration activities [Strack
et al., 2014]. Over the same dates (29 May to 5 Oct) the SFW lowland was a source of
242 g C m-2 in the first year, but a 195 g C m-2 sink in the third year, at the ecosystem scale.
Respiration was often higher at the restored boreal plains peatland at the plot level (121608 g C m-2) [Strack et al., 2014] than at the SFW lowland (258 g C m-2). The effectiveness
of the lowland in suppressing R is likely due to the engineered design goal of maintaining
near-surface water tables across the region and across years despite highly variable
precipitation, which helps develop highly reduced subsurface conditions (<100 mV
hydrogen standard electrical potentials; Chapter 3). Likewise, the use of freshly salvaged
peat in the SFW construction, and the seeding done in year 0 promoted “naturally occurring
peat-forming plant” communities [Vitt et al., 2016]. Not only do these peat-forming species
survive in saturated soils, but they also produce litter which is associated with long
decomposition times [Moore and Basiliko, 2006]. Because mining activities are constantly
disturbing new landscapes, there is a readily available source of peat for mine reclamation
activities. Managers of the SFW have greater control of the water table through the
engineered design of the landscape, as well as control of inflow and outflow through pumps
and weirs [Wytrykush et al., 2012] than what is traditionally used in restoring degraded
systems (i.e. blocking drainage ditches) [Rochefort and Lode, 2006]. However, since the
initial flushing, the pumps at the SFW have rarely been used. Water input to the SFW is
now exclusively precipitation, but the engineered design effectively maintains the water
table near the surface within the SFW lowland.
Natural peatlands take centuries or millennia to form. Natural peatland formation
often begins with terrestrialization, the infilling of pools with organic matter, followed by
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primary peat formation which raises the water table above the local mineral surface and
promotes paludification of nearby ecosystems [Rydin and Jeglum, 2006]. The SFW was
designed to bypass the first step of this process. The design immediately established nearsurface water tables in organic-rich surface soils to accelerate peatland development. In
theory, the peat substrate will promote peat forming species and the near-surface water
table will create hydrological and biogeochemical conditions that will limit decomposition
and promote the accumulation of organic matter. This study suggests that within three
years, the SFW may have the conditions needed to sequester CO2 and promote organic
matter accumulation in the lowland area.
In the first 50 years of natural peatland formation, Frolking et al. [2006] estimated
that most natural peatlands have a net warming effect on the atmosphere, mostly from CH4
emissions despite CO2 sequestration. However, due to the relatively short lifetime of
atmospheric CH4, peatlands have a net cooling effect over the long-term [Frolking et al.,
2006]. In a review of 87 studies covering 186 natural northern peatlands, Abdalla et al.
[2016] reported CH4 emissions (95% CI) from 7.6 to 15.7 g C m-2 year-1. Similarly, dissolved
organic C in Canadian peatlands are reported to be <5 to 40 g m-2 year-1 [Moore, 2009].
With no CH4 emissions, and negligible DIC, DOC or particulate C export, the SFW
lowland was a net sink of CO2, resulting in nearly immediate contributions to net cooling,
not warming, unlike natural peatland formation. However, Belyea [2009] cautions against
extrapolating peatland C dynamics from short time periods. Their thorough review of the
literature demonstrated that northern peatlands have non-linear responses to climate and
often have step changes in function that are only weakly related to atmospheric forcing
[Belyea, 2009]. Indeed, in this study the year-to-year changes in NEE were non-linear. The
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net CO2 uptake in year 3 at the SFW lowland increased only 30% as much as the change
between year 1 and 2, perhaps because the lowland is near its maximum CO2 sequestering
capacity. Methane emissions are likely to become non-negligible in the future as sulphate
availability declines (Chapter 3) and monitoring should continue for its future impact on
the C budget of the SFW. Furthermore, when a spillway replaces the weir, connecting the
SFW to future downstream watershed reclamation projects, the dissolved or particulate C
flows may become significant components of the C budget.
5.5

Conclusions
Within only three years of construction, the SFW lowland was an annual CO2 sink.

Respiration in the lowland was relatively suppressed compared to SFW midland and
upland likely due to reduced decomposition rates in the saturated soils and associated with
low REDOX potentials. It would be unreasonable within such a short timeframe to
extrapolate that the net CO2 uptake is conclusive evidence of organic matter accumulation.
However, if trends continue, and no other C losses increase in a significant way, the net
uptake of CO2 and associated vegetation biomass may eventually form the early precursor
of peat. Unlike the restored degraded peatlands, the SFW was made of salvaged peat
obtained from adjacent peatlands disturbed by mine expansion and included engineered
topography designed to maintain near-surface water tables and highly reduced conditions
which suppressed respiration. Rooney et al. [2012] predicted extensive oxidation and C
loss from the peat substrates post extraction, as has been the case in upland reclamation.
This study indicates, however, that novel boreal plains lowland construction techniques
may result in a rapid recovery of the CO2 sink functions of boreal wetlands. Alberta is
currently introducing a new C tax and the mining industry will likely seek additional ways
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to offset costs by increasing the capacity to sequester CO2 and store C in closure
landscapes. With continued monitoring, the SFW may prove to be a useful application of
reclamation design for restoring C cycling functions of boreal landscapes.
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Chapter 6: Summary & conclusions
This doctoral thesis expands the scholarship of physical geography by analyzing
the interaction of a constructed boreal landscape with the atmosphere. The SFW was
designed by applying a synthesis of the current understanding of boreal peatland
ecosystems to support the development of peat-forming wetlands [Wytrykush et al., 2012].
The overall objective of this study was to quantify energy, water and C interactions
between the surface and the atmosphere to evaluate the new landscape’s development and
potential for C sequestration. The research described in this thesis fits the definition of
environmental experiment where conceptual models are used to formulate hypotheses
testable through environmental observations [Church, 1984]. Building on that framework,
three research studies were carried out. The first focused on temporal and spatial variations
in CH4 emissions over the first three years of the SFW and the subsurface biogeochemical
factors that influence them (Chapter 3). Methane production occurs under anaerobic
conditions and the emissions are characteristic of anoxic environments where
decomposition rates are often slow and may promote peat accumulation. The second study
focused on spatial variations in ET as the maintenance of a relatively high water table is
needed for peat production but may be impacted by the vegetation development in the
semi-arid boreal plains climate (Chapter 4). Finally, the NEE of different regions of the
SFW was analyzed and contrasted to natural peatland ecosystems.
Overall this thesis provided the foundation upon which to evaluate the early
development of the SFW and its C cycle. The major conclusions of this thesis are
summarized below:
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Despite saturated substrates rich in organic materials, CH4 emissions were almost entirely
absent for the first few years of development of the SFW lowland. The lack of CH4
emissions in wetlands may suggest conditions where efficient respiration and
decomposition may be possible, however, the lack of CH4 emissions did not preclude
highly reduced conditions in the SFW lowland. The lack of CH4 emissions was instead
inferred to be a result of competition between sulphur reducing bacteria and methanogens.
The availability of pore water ions such as sulphate suggests that metabolic activities within
the lowlands have potentially greater Gibbs energies, i.e. higher on the REDOX “ladder”,
than what methanogens can compete with. However, temporal trends suggest that sulphate
availability is declining and CH4 emissions may increase in the future.
Thus, ions reflecting low REDOX conditions in Chapter 3 suggested decomposer
activities were sufficiently limited to encourage organic matter accumulation. This was
supported by the suppressed rates of respired CO2 emissions in the lowland (Chapter 5).
However, studies demonstrating PRS probes as indicators of REDOX chemistry are limited
[e.g. Kreiling et al. 2015 and Christiansen et al. 2016]. Therefore, continued PRS probe
monitoring would help determine whether PRS probes are effective indicators of reducing
conditions, and if there is any change in those conditions at the SFW in the future. This
would be particularly interesting if the SFW becomes a source of CH4 as S cycles out of
the system. More generally, the work done in this thesis suggests that PRS probes, or other
exchange resins, are relatively inexpensive, non-destructive, and low maintenance
indicators of REDOX conditions. However, how PRS probes may act as indicators of
REDOX conditions, and how they relate to methanogen activity, requires further study in
more diverse wetlands. Furthermore, if ion exchange membranes are found to be effective
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proxies of unfavorable competitive conditions for methanogens then the S or Fe ion flux
rates which inhibit CH4 production need to be quantified.
Since saturated soils are essential to peat formation [Moore and Basiliko, 2006],
maintaining an appropriate water table position is important in the accumulation of organic
matter in any peatland restoration or reclamation project [Vasander et al., 2003]. As such,
understanding the potential change in water use as vegetation cover develops is critical.
The results of Chapter 4 highlight that greater ET in more vegetated vs. open water sections
of the lowland may lower water table as vegetation cover expands in the future. Although
maintaining a moderately high water table will limit aerobic decomposition, the highest
water-tables in the lowland limit diversity of native wetland species [Vitt et al., 2016], so
increased ET may be beneficial to reduce the water table in those regions. Mature peatlands
have feedback mechanisms which limit water loss when water tables decrease [Waddington
et al., 2014]. Although a salvaged peat-mineral mix was used as the initial lowland
substrate, it lacked the structure needed for the feedbacks identified by Waddington et al.
[2014], such as the decreasing porosity with depth which partially controls surface
resistance during dying periods. Furthermore, the SFW will likely lack typical peat and
surface moss structure for some time. These different feedback mechanisms will develop
at different rates and will have long-term impacts on the water table position of the SFW
lowlands. Exactly how increases in ET will impact the SFW’s capacity to create a peat
forming wetland is not fully known at this early stage of development, but results suggest
that evaporative losses may increase but this increase will not likely be dramatic, at least
in the near future.
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Using footprints, and geospatial data to downscale EC-derived surface-atmosphere
fluxes is an expanding subfield of study. This thesis expanded the methods of EC
downscaling described by Crawford and Christianson [2015] and made a novel
contribution by expanding the interpretation of EC derived fluxes. This thesis also
contributed to the discussion of how surface structure and vegetation cover alter
evaporation and transpiration fluxes to the atmosphere. The work done in Chapter 4 to
extract multiple surface signals could easily be expanded with more imagery or more
accurate vegetation mapping. Imagery is also becoming much more abundant and
affordable. Recent deployment of hundreds of small, lightweight, ultra-high definition
satellite-mounted cameras now captures sub-metre resolution images at a daily basis of the
whole Earth’s surface [Planet Labs Inc., 2018]. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are also
decreasing in cost and increasing in spectral diversity and resolution. Such imagery could
be exploited by scripted GIS functions to rapidly classify phenology and communities
within the annual EC measurements, and to expand the study in Chapter 4. Such an
approach would allow for a much more precise description of the seasonal effect of the
heterogeneity in the surface on EC measurements. An improved understanding of surface
bias within EC systems will help improve estimates of ecosystem trajectories in the field
of reclamation science and improve precision in micrometeorological approaches to
determining the energy and mass balance of ecosystems.
The measurements made in the SFW lowland are one of the first boreal lowland
reclamation project to show similar magnitudes of C sequestering capacity as natural
peatlands. This thesis contributed to the reclamation literature by demonstrating how
quickly lowland ecosystems can become net CO2 sinks as long as near-surface water tables
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are maintained. The near-surface water table promoted a rapid depletion of oxygen and
alternative electron acceptors that resulted in suppressed rates of autotrophic respiration.
This result contributes to the broader debate around C losses from the region, since earlier
estimates forecast much higher net C losses from the constructed wetlands. Furthermore,
past attempts to quantify future C losses from closure landscapes included decomposition
of the total peat on the landscape prior to disturbance [Rooney et al., 2012]. However, this
thesis showed that decomposition of the peat substrate is suppressed when wetted and the
SFW lowland is unlikely to fully return the C stored in the peat substrate to the atmosphere.
Given the high rates of natural variability in peatland C dynamics, continued monitoring
of the C fluxes of the SFW would be beneficial for the engineers, reclamation scientists,
industry, and lawmakers who need to certify that “equivalent” C functioning can be
restored to the landscape. In addition, since all Canadian jurisdictions now have regulated
C emissions, and forest growth is one of the biggest C offsets utilized in Canada, it is
important to know at what point constructed boreal forests like the midland or upland
become bigger annual C sinks compared to this new lowland. Analyzing how the SFW
lowland sequesters C over the next decade or two is relevant to C credit economies that
operate on similar timescales. A future study contextualizing the rate and trajectory of C
capture in the SFW lowland to the development of forest systems recovering from past
disturbance would also be beneficial. Since natural boreal peatlands sequester C for
millennia and are among the largest C sinks globally, long-term monitoring will enable a
robust comparison of C sequestration in the SFW and situate the constructed wetland’s
NEE variability with natural peatlands.
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In summary, Chapter 1 stated a key gap in the literature was the effectiveness of
the SFW capacity to restore peatland functions. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis was
to perform an analysis of the SFW landscape’s capacity to support the C functioning of
boreal peatlands by evaluating the surface-atmosphere interactions of SFW energy and
mass exchange. Chapter 2 identified how high water tables and low REDOX conditions
are required for the accumulation of organic matter observed in natural peatlands. Chapter
3 highlighted how ions in the lowlands indicated low REDOX potentials were indeed
sufficiently low to limited decomposer activities. The theory that decomposer activities
were limited was further supported in Chapter 5 which showed suppressed rates of
respiration from the lowland regions. Chapter 4 investigated how the ET rates are changing
as the vegetation develops, and found that increased vegetation cover will increase water
loss from the lowland regions of the SFW. This result, the increasing rates of ET, may
impact the SFW ability to maintain anoxic conditions needed for organic matter
accumulation in the future. However, after only three years the SFW is already a C sink
with REDOX conditions suggesting the C has the potential to be stored on timescales
comparable to WBP peatlands.
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Appendices
Appendix A Methods for eddy covariance flux calculations
A.1

EddyPro data processing
Energy and mass fluxes from the EC towers were computed with the EddyPro

software package (Version 6.0, LICOR industries, Lincoln, NE). EddyPro is an open
source software, providing the user with all major eddy covariance flux processing,
calculation and correction options (described in detail in the next section). The calculations
in Eddypro are all open source, and have been scrutinized by the community. The fluxes
computed for this thesis were latent energy (LE), sensible heat (H) and CO2. EddyPro relies
on a user defined metadata file to determine which data should be imported and used for
flux calculations, all other data streams input into EddyPro are simply averaged in the
output files. The metadata file also defined the geometry between instruments as well as
measurement height and surface roughness, which were used in spectral corrections.
Since EC theory assumes horizontal similarity, the vertical component must be
accurately captured. Axis rotation to the wind field adjusts the coordinate system from the
sonic coordinate system to the analysis coordinate system [Wilczak et al., 2001]. The
rotation adjusts the axis of the measurement volume to reflect the true vertical motion
which may be missed due to imperfect instrument mounting. Since the terrain was not
overly complex and the vegetation was low at the SFW, double rotation was determined to
be the least invasive transform for axis rotations. Double rotation is a simple vector rotation
such that the mean vertical flow in each 30-minute block average is zero, as described in
Wilczak et al. [2001]. Other options include the triple rotation, and planar fit. Triple
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rotation adds a roll rotation (on the v and w plane) to minimize the momentum cross-stream
component, however this results in an unphysical orientation [Finnigan, 2004] and was not
used in this thesis. Planar fit uses a time series of flux averaging periods to calculate the
bias in the discrepancies between anemometer and flow coordinate originating from
surface structural characteristics [Wilczak et al., 2001]. Multiple linear regression on the
time series is used to determine the plane of horizontal flow, and each block average flow
is then rotated such that the stream-wise flow is parallel to that reference plane. Planar fit
was developed because some surfaces do have a non-zero mean vertical flow which is
removed in double rotations. Non-zero mean vertical flows occur over rough canopies or
when EC towers are measuring sloping, or undulating terrain. This was not the case at the
SFW.
To measure eddies from a single point in space, some interval, or measurement
period, is required to capture the eddies as they pass (as discussed in section 2.62). Proper
description of the eddies requires the variance in the wind speed and not the absolute value.
For this thesis, block averaging was used to determine the variance within 30-minute time
periods. A 30-minute averaging interval is less prone to sensor drift issues, so a time
adaptive detrending is not required, and block averaging adheres to the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations used in EC theory for simplifying flow calculations in the
boundary layer [Rebmann et al., 2012].
The final step in the raw data processing is the time lag compensation which
accounts for the time required for an eddy to pass from one sensor to another and for the
entity of interest to be recorded [Fan et al., 1990]. Covariance maximization option allows
dynamic calculation of the time eddies take to pass in different conditions. This option
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computes the maximum covariance for two variables (e.g. between w and CO2
concentration) in an automatically calculated window of time as described by Fan et al.
[1990]. If no maximum was found, then EddyPro automatically uses a nominal value based
on sensor type, model and geometry of the instrument setup. For the closed-path LI-7200,
Eddypro computed the nominal value as the tube length multiplied by the tube cross section
divided by the flow rate. For the open path sensors, the nominal value was relatively much
smaller and was derived from the physical separation of the sonic and the LI-7700 or LI7500 sensors.
A.2

Flux computation
After the raw data is processed, the next step was calculating the raw fluxes by

obtaining the covariances of vertical wind speed and each trace gas concentrations (in this
thesis CO2 for CO2 fluxes and H2O for latent heat fluxes/evapotranspiration), horizontal
wind (for momentum flux and friction velocity), and sonic temperature (for sensible heat
fluxes). Spectral corrections were applied prior to the density corrections to account for
frequency losses. More detail on spectral losses is provided in section 2.6.2. Before
choosing the spectral calculation methods specifically, EddyPro sets up the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) needed for spectral analysis and the associated corrections. A Hamming
tapering window was used, as suggested by Kaimal and Kristensen [1991], to reduce
contributions to the low-frequency power spectrum near the edges of the flux averaging
window. To speed up the FFT, a sub-sample of the data was used (~90%) to make the
number of samples a power-of-two for fast calculations. Finally, Eddypro reduced the
spectra into 50 exponentially spaced frequency bins to limit noise.
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For the spectral corrections themselves, the reference flux cospectrum (i.e. as
measured by an ideal system) needs to be calculated. For the open path infrared gas
analyzers (IRGAs), the high frequency losses were corrected with the methods described
in Moncrieff et al. [1997]. For the closed path IRGA, the low-pass corrections were applied
based on Fratini et al. [2012], where the authors suggest using a “mixed methods” approach
to blend the analytical approach of Moncrieff et al. [1997] and the humidity adjustments
of the in situ approach of Ibrom et al. [2007]. The high-pass filtering corrections for both
sensor types are based on the methods of Moncrieff et al. [2004] which utilizes an ogive
test, or the cumulative integral of the cospectrum to determine the large eddies that might
have been omitted by the flux averaging period.
After the spectral corrections are determined, the density corrections are applied for
the EC system using open path IRGAs. The density correction is the Webb, Pearman, and
Leuning [WPL; Webb et al., 1980] procedure. WPL corrections adjust the open path
measurements of gas absorption (i.e. gas density) by the fluctuations in pressure, due to
variability in temperature and humidity, to determine the mixing ratio. These are not
needed for the closed path IRGA, since precise cell temperatures and humidity are known,
and the firmware onboard converts the measured density to the mixing ratios in the output
signal for the data logger.
A.3

Local database processing
First stage processing begins with output from EddyPro, as 30-minute fluxes and

variable averages. Then a primary data cleaning is performed; the 30-minute averages are
first screened by pre-built algorithms which include acceptable ranges to remove the bulk
of instrument/measurement error typically due to rain or snow on the sensors, power
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outages, or other instrument malfunction, then are visually validated to detect any outliers
from what might be expected. Any anomalous data points are removed from the data set,
and any fluxes which were dependent on that data are also removed.
The second stage processing involves filling missing values from a known data
source to create a master series. For example, individual recorded temperatures from
different nearby instruments, can be combined by building simple regression models
between the primary temperature series and the other recordings of temperature to ensure
one complete record. Any flux data originating from within ±15º azimuth of the supporting
tower, or when nighttime fluxes were insufficiently turbulent (i.e. u_*<0.1), were removed
at this point. NEE is calculated as a function of the C flux, and the change in storage
between the surface and the instrumentation, since during calm periods (i.e. dawn) CO2
can build up between the instrumentation and the surface. The change in storage is
calculated from an ideal pressure gradient and the 30-minute change in average H2O and
CO2 mixing ratios. The third stage is filling the missing values with data driven gap filling
techniques and applying u* thresholds depending on the specific analysis the data will be
used for and will be described in more detail within the relevant chapters. Friction velocity
threshold filtering of EC nighttime respiration measurements occur because practically all
EC sites show systematic underestimation of these nighttime fluxes [Schimel et al., 2008].
To compensate for this underestimate, nighttime respiration fluxes which are below some
critical u* value are removed between second and third stage processing. There is some
debate as to why u* is related to respiration fluxes, as turbulence is not biologically
connected to ecosystem respiration, but it is most likely due to large, non-negligible,
advection terms occurring during low-turbulence periods at night [Aubinet et al., 2012].
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The other prominent theory is that large reservoirs of storage develop below the
instrumentation during low turbulence periods at night. However, if this latter theory was
likely it would not impact the long-term fluxes (i.e. daily, monthly or yearly), it would only
impact the short term (in this study 30-minute) fluxes [Aubinet et al., 2012].
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Appendix B Sandhill Fen Watershed as non-uniform terrain
The EC technique simplifies the Navier-Stokes equations of motion for the open
atmosphere by applying three general assumptions [Foken et al., 2012b]. First,
measurements are made in dry air, i.e. no condensation is occurring, such that air mass is
being conserved above the surface of interest [Foken et al., 2012b]. Second, there is no
horizontal convergence or divergence occurring and momentum is conserved [Foken et al.,
2012b]. Technically drag, pressure gradient, Coriolis, and viscous forces do impact
momentum, EC theory assumes they are negligible to the overall kinetic energy in the air
and that horizontal flow dominates any buoyancy/gravity terms. Third, the chosen
coordinate system results in zero vertical flow, steady state conditions, and cross wind
flow, horizontal homogeneity [Foken et al., 2012b]. Therefore, when EC systems are
deployed near non-uniform terrain, fluxes may be biased due to invalid assumptions in EC
derived fluxes.
The SFW is essentially an island, an vegetated ecosystem surrounded by exposed
mine tailings and industrial activities (See Figure 2.1). Oke [1987] details three advective
effects from non-uniform terrain which could invalidate the homogenous surface
assumptions of EC theory for the SFW due to its surroundings. First is the “clothesline
effect”, where advection transports dry, warm, air through a moist canopy. Air parcels from
the highway or tailings piles entering the SFW would have high vapour pressure deficits
and large sensible heat fluxes. Immediately evaporation would be enhanced relative to the
cooler, moister air within the SFW. The enhancement would continue until the air cooled
down to the ambient temperatures within the SFW. If the EC towers were sufficiently close
to the edge of the SFW, the impacted EC systems would show greater evaporation rates
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from air originating beyond the edge of the SFW. There were no visible increases in midday
fluxes by wind direction from any tower (Figure B.1). There was however a slight
suppression of fluxes from winds originating towards the edge of both the midland and
upland tower footprints, but this is counter to what would be expected by edge effects.
The second advection effect Oke [1987] describes is the “leading-edge” effect
which occurs when air transitions from one surface to another and the drag changes leading
to an internal boundary layer. According to Oke [1987], a fetch of roughly 10-30 m is
required for every 1 m increase in vertical monitoring height, depending on the change in
roughness. We measured at a height of 2.7 - 3.2 m from the surface with vegetation heights
of roughly 1 m. The midland tower measured at a height of 2.70 m and 70 m away from an
edge and a few metres below the edge in elevation. The lowland tower measures at a height
2.93 and is 250 m away from the closest edge, with negligible slope. The upland tower
measures at a height of 3.20 m and is 100 m away, with negligible slope. These are
acceptable distances since the tower locations were specifically selected to minimize this
bias.
The third, and final, advective effect is the “oasis effect”. The oasis effect occurs
due to evaporative cooling. Most of the radiant energy in an arid region will be partitioned
into sensible heat, since there is limited moisture to evaporate. Conversely, evaporation can
exceed precipitation if the localized ‘oasis’ does not dry out. Since the ‘oasis’ is cooler, the
atmosphere continues to supply energy to the system thorough a negative heat flux. Oke
[1987] suggested that annual latent energy fluxes exceeding the net radiation should be
investigated for potential oasis conditions. In Figure B.2 few 30-minute latent energy
fluxes exceed the incoming net radiation (i.e. LE:Rn > 1) and there is no observable spatial
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bias with winds originating at the edge of the SFW. Considering all three advective effects,
and the discussion on the heterogeneous surface in Chapter 4, it appears that the tower
placements within the SFW were not affected by potential micrometeorological issues
arising from the island nature of the SFW.
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Figure B.6.2: The ratio of latent energy to net all wave radiation (Rn) as a function of wind
direction from the three EC towers. Any LE fluxes < 20 W m-2 and ratios outside three
were removed for clarity but had no spatial pattern. The midland and upland are closest to
the southern edge of the SFW, and the lowland is closest to the eastern edge. High ratios
could be evidence of advective sensible heat transfer from dryer surroundings. However,
the rare occurrence of such values has no spatial pattern biased towards the respective
system edges and more likely occur during dusk periods.
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